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Community Building Will Be Equipped Through Four Hundred Attend Venison Supper Given For
Winter Sports Project
Public Events and Private Gifts
Another splendid evi by volunteers and the use of
recreation rooms for adults with cosy
surroundings including large fire
dence of the manner in Grange hall was given free.
places. A huge room below stairs will j
In addition to the 400 tickets taken
which Camden people
at the door an extra hundred had
be devoted to pool and billiards, an
get behind the Hosmer's I, been sold. It did not seem possible
other to the games of the younger j
Pond project was seen I that there could be any surplus after
groups and still another for general
games. A space is provided for
Tuesday night when 400 that army of occupation had been
bowling alleys which will probably be
persons crowded into' served, but there was. and the aucinstalled in the future. The kitchens I
Megunticook Grange hall tion wh,ch followed the suP<*r added
are also in the basement, giving di- |
($17 to the night's receipts.
to
partake of the venison
wUh
Qf r#_
rect access to the auditorium and by
supper
served
by
the
dumb waiters with the tower hall.
cent experience, acted as auctioneer,
This second floor tower room is a Camden Outing Club. The supper and the greatest trouble he experi
gem of beauty and convenience, seat itself was a trump of culinary skill enced was that the successful bidders
ing, roughly, 200 persons with all con with its nicely cooked venison, vege turned back their prizes for rebid
veniences and a small stage. This is tables. jellies salads, pies and ice ding. It was hot work for the
destined to be extremely popular with cream, but for once the patrons for “barker." who successively removed
adult groups of men and women.
got their "tummies” in the joy of his top coat, his under coat and his
This splendid plant, costing in ex aiding a project which seems destined vest. Pitying his dilemma the bid
cess of $75,000, is for the most part a to mean so much for this section. ders finally accepted what they had
gift to the community. The directors
Donations to the venison dinner purchased.
of the Rockland Y.M.C.A. made the consisted of four bushels potatoes.
After supper there was a supple
project possible by donating their 300 pounds squash, 100 pounds cab- mentary treat in the form of three
fund of $13,000 and the N. B. Cobb lot bage, 75 apple pies, 40 dozen dough- reels of motion pictures relating to
at the corner of Limerock and Union nuts, 100 dozen biscuits, five deer, 6 winter sports activities. These were
streets. The city authorities have co quarts cream, two cans milk, 13 presented by Win Robbins and Wally
operated with the Federal govern pounds butter gallon of salad dress Lovell of Augusta publicity represen
ment and as a result the structure is ing. 15 gallons ice cream. 10 pounds tatives for winter sports, who found
three-quarters completed today.
themselves in a very congenial at
coffee and 20 pounds sugar.
The matter of furnishing this gift
All preparations for the meal were mosphere.
building is distinctly a community
problem and as. such is being ap
proached. There will be no canvass
Willis I. Ayer, smiling ambassador of or citywide solicitation for funds ln |
good will for the New Community this drive. Rather the committees I

'This is neither my building nor
your building, it is everybody’s build
ing." said one enthusiast in selling a
friend the idea that the Community
Building is exactly what its name im
plies. It is a community building in
every sense of the word, dedicated to
•e—• the welfare of all the people, not only
—
A thankful heart Is not only
ol Rockland alone but for the whole
the greatest virtue, Ibut the •••
county.
— parent of all other virtues. —
Community Building will of course
— Cicero.
♦
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COLLEGE MUSIC SET

Uni ctMty cf Maine Comes ln For
Nice llagid-Out
Foundation

From

Carnegie

A college music set. valued at
several thousand dollars, has been
presented to the University of Maine
by the Carnegie Foundation, of New
York. The gift, which is being dupli
cated in several colleges and univer
sities in the country, consists of a
record reproducing unit and nearly |
1000 records. Scores for the more
than 150 complete works represented
and an extensive library of one
hundred books on music complete
the gift.
This instrument, with its accom
panying library of records, is to be
used in connection with the music
courses given by the music depart
Building
ment of the University. It is also
available for student concerts on
be first thought of as a place of large
Wednesday afternoons, at which
public gatherings, mass meetings for
time request concerts featuring the
public causes, political gatherings and
entire range of musical composition
caucuses, dances, entertainments,
will be given. These concerts are a
basketball, Badminton, soft ball ana
continuation of the Music Box series
other sports and. very important, a
given at the University for the past (
convention hall that will bring thou,
three years.
The reproducing unit is housed In j sands of persons to this city in the
two walnut cabinets; one containing | future. The auditorium will seat
j 2500 persons and have all the neces- .
the turntable and high fidelity am
““
“““
””7 /
* sary facilities to care for such a crowd,
plifier, and the other containing the
■’
.
.
__ ..
It will also allow for food fairs, auto-,
spea er
IU ntipal rinse without mobde shows and a place for basketnK r»i 6
record litararv is bal1 tournaments hardly equalled in I
distortion. in The
recordvolumes
libraryIn isa Malne'
J
|'
contained
81 record
• * ubook case.
„„„„
i The social service end of the build-I
walnut
____________
! ing will reach out to young and old I
« voinot
so of the fa- alike
11 wU1 not be 8 Y.M.C.A. or
a gymnasium but a composite commous Rytex Christmas Cards printed
with your name, and 50 envelopes to tunity center. Its social rooms w ill
match ... for only $100, postage 10 j provide ideal reading rooms and

cents. Don't fail to see the new
samples before it is too late, at The
Courier-Gazette.

FIRST AUTUMN FLOWER SHOW

XXXCamden Garden Chib’s Interesting Meeting At
fort. First, support in the staging of
Mrs. Hugh Montgomery’s Home
a series of money-raising activities
such as Community Food Fair, an
automobile show, dances, basketball
On Tuesday afternoon the Novem
games, entertainments and varied
ber
meeting of the Camden Garden
public activities. The other effort
will be the support of public spirited Club was held at the home of Mrs. J.
individuals, clubs and ’ organizations Hugh Montgomery. High street. Memdesiring to provide funds or pieces; bers *LStened with marked attention
1 and interest to the splendid program.
of furniture or equipment.
Mrs. P. G. Willey, president of th?
The general chairman. John M
Richardson, and every. committee club, presided. in the absence of the
chairman and every member of tne secretar> Miss Bowers. Mrs. C. E.
score of large committees in process of Brcruley read the reP°rt of tbe lasl
. ideas
..
Mr Lerf°™atlon' solicit
and sugges- meeting
meetln«’ also
als° a letter from
from Mr
mond.
curator
of
Knox
Academy
of
tions from all citizens. It is the publie’s building and this group, engaged Arts and Sciences, stating that a
Ginko Tree, the oldest variety of tree,
in a payless enterprise, is doing its
honest, level best to do a public serv- livin8 in tbe worId today, now cultiice and fulfill an unescapable civic vated in Japan, had been set out at
the Arboretum which is to be marked
responsibility.
with the name of the Camden Club.
A communication from the Peeks
kill IN. Y.l Evening Star, asked for
information regarding dimensions,
cost, also variety of plant materials
used in the unique and gorgeous
flower baskets adorning the electric
light standards in Camden. These at
tractive baskets are always admired
by our summer guests.
The club voted to continue the
The official tabulation showed the splendid work of preparing and dis
town voted "dry" at the Sept. 14 elec tributing the community Christmas
tion by three votes. The three dis dinner (baskets again this year. The
puted ballots were given to the “wets club has carried on this work, with
today, making the vote tie.
the co-operation of other organiza
Recounts of other ballots cast on tions. for many years. It is hoped
the same question showed that I there will be a generous contribution
Amity, Bancroft, Patten, Waldo of money, food, clothing and toys
boro and Woolwich, which voted It was announced that the Bok
“wet" had been shifted into the "dry” awards, which have been continued
column.
through the generosity of Mrs. Bok.
Stacyville Plantation, which voted will be continued in 1937. When the
“dry" maintained its original posi circulars and blanks are sent out the
tion with an eight-vote margin, as first of May, it is hoped that many
the result of the recount of votes
cast by its voters.

THOMASTON TIE ON BEER

Waldoboro, First Thought Wet, Shifts Into the
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Dry Column
Of the Late Mrs. Levi Turner
SALE OF

Knox Street,

Thomaston
141-142

Decision by Gov. Brann and the
Executive Council on the validity of
three disputed ballots Tuesday gave
COMPLETE OIL CROQl'IGNOLE
a tie vote—397 to 397—in Thomaston
PERMANENT
on the liquor referendum question of
for $2.00
TEL. 1064-M
598 MAIN ST. whether licenses should be granted
142*It for the sale of beer in that town.

THE
LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP

Watch, Clock and JewelryRepairing
Optical Repairs and Supplies

J.C. MOODY
TEL. 12-12

UNION, ME.
142’lt

Full Course Turkey Dinner
$1.00
also

Duck, Chicken, Roast Pork
Mrs. Hall’s Restaurant
CAMDEN. ME.
142*lt

TEL. 656

SPECIAL BASKETBALL ATTRACTION
THOMASTON HIGH GYM
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1
ALL-STARS
Made up of leading plavers from Rockland and Thomaston
VS.

THOMASTON HIGH GIRLS
BOYS’ GAME

HIGH SCHOOL v». ALUMNI
GAME 7.30

REFEREE, CLIFF FELT

new as well as old contestants will
compete.
Mrs. Willey told of (the interesting
and colorful exhibits at the autumn
flower show which she attended in
Boston recently, and spoke of the
executive meeting of the Maine Fed
eration held in Camden in October
and asked if the club would like to
extend an invitation to the National
Council as was suggested at the
meeting. Mrs. Robbins is one of a
committee of five to find a place for
tjie meeting. The club voted to ex
tend an invitation to the National
Council of State Garden Clubs to hold
the fall meeting in 1937 in Camden.
The first two days a business program
will be carried out; the last day is for
entertainment and sightseeing.
The guest speaker. Fay Hyland,
professor of botany, at the University
of Maine, gave a very interesting talk
on "Evergreen Trees." The speaker
brought samples of the foliage and
cones in small boxes, which were
passed around during the discussion.
The club adjourned to the library
and dining room where an exhibition
of winter bouquets and holiday greens,
arranged by club members, created
much interest, and plans are under
way for another show next year. The
schedule of six classes for the show
was sent out by the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society.
Mrs. Willey expressed her appreci
ation to Mrs. Montgomery for opening
her home; also to Mr. Hyland for the
enjoyable talk which imparted added
knowledge to club members on the
evergreen trees.

THOSE HOT NOONDAY MEALS

Rytex Christmas Caras are used by
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art
ists and Social Leaders ... yet their
price is only 50 for $100, including
your name on the cards and 50 en
velopes to match. See the new 1936
samples at The Courier-Gazette.
Postage 10c.—adv.

*

What Kiwanian Kindness Means To Under
nourished Children At Salvation Army Hall
chants and wholesale houses have re
sponded generously.
To see these children in action 5s to
realize the good that is being accom
plished.
Two hundred and ninety Imeals
have been provided and an increase
ln the number of children will take
place after Thanksgiving.
school day.
.
How true the words are "The chil- | A Thanksgiving dinner is on the
menu for today and how these kiddies
dren of today will be the citizens of are looking forward to it.
tomorrow.” Here is our responsibility
in this present generation to see that
A TROOP SCHOOL
these children will be fitted for the
Officers of the Organized Reserve,
tasks of tomorrow. Children who
U. S Army, were in attendance at a
are undernourished will not be able to
troop school and conference at the
meet the tasks before them.
Captain Brown desired to start this Camden Hills CCC Camp. Camden,
work last winter and equipped a room at which the subject "Development
for this purpose, but was unable to and offensive combat," was taken up.
continue for the lack of money. This Officers attending were: Major E
winter the local Kiwanis Club, hear
ing of this project, fell in line to help C. Wilson Eng-Res. Capt. H. T.
and is now sponsoring this branch of Noble, Inf.-Res.; Capt. M. D. MacSalvation Army work. What a help Laughlin, Inf.-Res ; Lt. R. J Mc
the IKiwanians have been is a story Carthy, Med.-Res. Lt. H. J. Weisman,
all its own, if one were to relate all Med-Res.. Lt. Edgar E. McCobb, Inf.that they have done. Each Kiwanian Res., Lt. Burton White, Inf.-Res.; Lt.
brought a complete set of dishes.
H. F. Brown, Inf.-Res., Lt. M. J.
Each day two members of the club Pitts, Inf-Res.; Lt. C U. Bishop. Jr.
are present to serve the children's Inf.-Res.
dinner. Club members have also col The next conference and troop
lected food and meat, and the mer school will be at Camden Dec. 7.

"Please may I have some mote? i
--------------------1
These words are repeated again and
The national farm and home hour,
the oldest continuous sustaining ra again by the group of children who
dio program on any network, has enjoy a hot noonday meal at The J
j broadcast six days a week for more
Salvation Army. Plenty of fresh j
than eight years.
vegetables, bread and butter, and |
milk are given to the children each j

CHRISTMAS 7/^
SAVINGS CLUB

1937 CLUB
NOW OPEN
WEEKLY PAYMENTS, 25c TO $5.00

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

"A GOOD MOVE"

WORK GOES MERRILY ON

Colby Needs Women Like
Mrs. Bok On Its Board,
Says Kennebec Journal

And the Hosmer’s Pond Project Is Beginning To
Make a Brave Show

Under the caption "A Good Move"
Tuesday's Kennebec Journal pub
lished this editorial;
You may recall the low tempera
“Election of Mrs Edward Bok of
ture
last Sunday. To the Hosmer's
Philadelphia to the board of trustees
of Colby College is another demon Pond workers lt deposited an ob
stration of how much benefit Maine stacle of two and one-half inches of
derives from friendly summer visit ice, but not enough to take a chance
ors. Mrs. Bok has long been a part transporting over the ice two 800
time resident of Camden and thus , pound Heatilators.
Consequently
has become a warm friend of the ! the first job Sunday was to recut a
state, doing much for the section in channel across the pond for the sevwhich her summer home is located } eral outboard motors.
This has given her a warm interest
It may sound like an easy job but,
in Maine people and their affairs. j take it from the men who worked,
She's always willing to do her share j it's a sizeable job to load the barge on
along with other good citizens.
one side of the lake, guide across the
“As a member of the Colby board ! pond In a narrow channel full of
Mrs. Bok will get an Insight into i blocks of ice, unload and carry up to
Maine's educational problems and in ( the Lodge the tons of materials that
turn will contribute much toward go into the project. Sunday it was
their solution from her wide exped more sand, gravel, granite blocks,
ience and cosmopolitanism. This Heatilators, flues, fire brick, etc. Tons
makes her acceptance of the duties a and tons of lt.
good bargain for the state to be
By the end of the day, the brawn
credited to summer resort Interests. of 102 workers again accomplished
In accepting election as trustee Mrs. wonders, but a tremendous lot of man
Bok is assuming responsibilities she power is needed so as to be able to
might well be condoned for avoiding shout about the winter sports area
and for this Maine in general and high, wide and handsome before the
Colby in particular should be grate Christmas holidays start. The next
ful As a coeducational institution four Sundays kre vitally important to
Colby needs women like Mrs. Bok on the completion of the project for the
its board and is specially fortunate present winter season.
in inducing her to accept the ap
Only half of the novelty siding Is
pointment.
on the exterior of the building. With
"This suggests that Maine might sufficient experienced carpenters lt
use its part time citizens more than can be finished next Sunday. The
it does. If they are willing to co painters stained the entire roof last
operate the state should be for they week and could have finished the en
can introduce fresh viewpoints that tire exterior if the siding had been on.
will be of great benefit. They can
Both Heatilators were in place, one
view Maine from the outside and give hearth laid and one Heatilator part
it important service as critics and ly blocked in toy the end of the day.
counsellors.
Such
co-operation Clarence Thomas with a corps of
should also Improve conditions for masons made real progress. The
the visitors substantially by giving a Heatilator Co. of Syracuse, through
better understanding of their needs. the intervention of their representa
Their advice on many tax problems, tive, IRalph W. Buzzell of Rockport,
for instance, would be invaluable for gave the Outing Club two enormous
both sides. So many people from Heatilators at the wholesale cost of
other states are spending such a one. This co-operation is most ap
large part of their time in Maine preciated.
they deserve a larger share in the
Trurking Free
management of Maine affairs.”
During the week seven trucks with
drivers were given for the transpor
KEEPING HIS WORD
tation of 20 tons of granite from
Congressman-elect Clyde H Smith
Booth Bros, at Long Cove. Each
of the Second District, in accordance
truck made one 44 mile round trip
with his campaign promises, is pre
to haul to Hosmer's Pond the granite
paring a bill for an old age pension
given by the above company at the
and sickness relief, to be presented
Instigation of Alfred Hocking. The
at the coming legislative session. The
following firms gave the use of their
bill, which will be presented in the
j trucks: George Thomas Fuel Co.,
form of an initiated measure will
i Camden Yacht Building & R. R. Co.,
provide for a $30 a month pension.
J. H. Hobbs/Co., and P. G. Willey Co.
It will be on the budgetary plan.
More Rockland Co-operation
Presented in this way the Legislature
will have two alternatives. It must
During the week. Bill Gowell, Bob.
either enact the bill into law or sub Hudson and three or four willing j
mit it to the voters for a decision,
helpers loaded about 75 railroad ties i

j

on Al Thurston's truck and ln sev
eral trips delivered the ties at the
pond.
Lincoln McRae’s Donation

The following letter was a most
welcome and appropriate piece of mail
for Mr. Rich to open, for while every
one 'has been most generous in time
and labor the real hard cash contri
butions have been few and far be
tween and cash is sorely needed to
cover bills that must necessarily be
incurred for materials. To quote.
Dear Gene:
I am sorry that I have not been up
to (help you and the boys pound a
few nails in the new club that you
are building at Hosmer's Pond. I
think that this is a marvelous thing
to do. not only for Camden but for
the surrounding territory and for
Maine in general.
To help a little toward the fund for
the club house or furnishings I am
enclosing my check for $35 and hope
that you can find use for this small
donation With lots of luck to you
and all who are giving their time and
attention to this project.
Line.
Cash Contributions

It s a difficult thing for the commit
tee in charge of the Winter Sports
Development to think in terms or
cash. Of course they're practical,
hard headed and well advised. They
realize that in a community sense the
towns interested are doing a marvel
ous piece of work. Labor, labor, labor

(Continued on Page Two)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.

THANKSGIVING
On this day. Lord, we thank Thee for
thy care.
For Courage. Hope and Faith through
out the land
We thank Thee for thy blessings every
where.
That we. In meekness, strive to under
stand.
We thank Thee for those hearts re
sponsive. free.
Who from their bounty give where
others need.
And whose discerning eyes are wont to
see
Where they can be of help ln word and
deed.

We thank Thee that the Pilgrims came
to bless
This land of promise, though to them
unknown.
And from a vast uncharted wilderness
Fashioned the nation's structure now
our own.
And as the Pilgrims met ln reverent
mood.
On this Thanksgiving Day we look to
Thee
In simple faith and soulful gratitude.
And bow our heads In deep humility.
—William Franklin Atwood

The Courier-Gazette

OFFERS TWELVE SUGGESTIONS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Be thankful unto him. and bless
his name. —Ps. 100: 4

Every-Other-Day
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As To How School Pupils May Engage In Extra
Curricula Work

GREAT GIRLS' GAMES
Alliterative, But True—See
What Thomaston Has In
Store Tuesday
In what should be one of the
greatest girls games of Lire season wil!

COMPLETES NEW CAMDEN PLANT

George H. Thomas Fuel Co., Distributors of
Shell Fuel Oils and Diesel Oil For Yachts

zz

RADIOS
Leticlefain

tire time to enlarging these depart- take place at thc Thomaston High
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Extra curricula activities in the ments to permit contact with every school gym Tuesday night when the
j High School girls meet an all-star
t «i* ■
schools has been a much discussed child in the school.
8—That the Press Club be further Jub
play a two<ourt
subject In this community and to
developed to Include instruction In
GRANITE FOR QUODDY judge from a recent editorial ln The <3*,^ writing, emphasis on con- l-----'vr‘e' which will add to the excitej Press Herald, in other communities tributions to newspapers, magazines ment.
X.,
Three Upper Dams To Be as well. I believe in extra curricula and commercial advertising. The This All-Stai lean, will be made up
activities. Often it is through this j results can be used for the school is all the leading glr> players in
Armored — Will
Need channel that unsuspected talents are publication so that it may become a Rockland and Thomaston, who perAND
1 5,000 Tons of Stone
discovered and a life work selected. paper of some merit.
formed on State Championship
9— That some classes be formed in teams a few years back. Foster,
But I do not believe that the present
Fifteen thousand tons of granite
methods of conducting these activi connection with the Chemistry’ and Hapworth. Korpinen and Mahoney
from Maine quarries will soon start ties in most schools is wholly bene Physics department ln amateur all played on Bill Sullivan's State
moving to the Quoddy area for use in ficial. The emphasis seems to be too photography.
, Championship Club two years ago.
10— That the Domestic Science de- j Mahone was chosen All-State cenfacing the eastern slopes of the much on prestige and glory for the
PRICED FROM $25.00
Pleasant Point and Carlow Island school or as a means of raising money partment sponsor a weekly class in ' ter. Hapworth was chosen All-State
TO $144.50
V
for school needs rather than for the arts and crafts work.
forward and with Feyler to work
dams of the gigantic tidal project
11— That no student be allowed with, shculd prove ev»n more power-,
development of the boys and girls.
now dormant with the exception of
The tendency Is to select for these membership in more than one of, ful. To work with this group will, be
this strengthening the work already outside activities pupils who are these classes each semester.
1 Anne Jacobs and Barb Feyler, memdone.
12— That since Prosperity, we are bers of 1: st year's championship ciub.
blessed with the qualities of self con
Delco Radios for 1937 with their modernistic lines—streamlined
cabinets of beautiful Walnut furnish a trend in modern furniture
Although unable to reveal the fidence and initiative. These are told, is now about to come out from Feyler was one of the greatest play
design, which will blend in with all types o, furnishings. One look
exact centers of purchase, Capt. selected over and over again for all around the comer, the City Fathers ers ever turned out of Knox County
at the 1937 Delco Home Radios and even the most sophisticated will
Samuel D. Sturgis, head of the Quod school events. It is obvious to un- allocate to the school committee the and was the leading scorer in Maine
become enraptured with their beauty—and after listening to their
Last week saw the finishing touches and Ashing boats, equipment is inmagical life-like tone, they will be convinced that no home will be
dy engineering operations, admitted derstand why this is done. The small amount necessary to sponsor last season. That in Itself is quite a on this up to date oil plant, situated stalled whereby oil can be pumped to
complete without a Delco. Delco Radios are truly the 1937 leaders
task. She is a brilliant playe" and two doors from the Camden Yacht them at the rate of 65 gallons per
that the granite will be purchased in teachers having already more than these acflvlties.
in s’yle, tone and performance
minute
passing
through
double
Alters
Club.
The
storage
capacity
is
35.000
works hard all the time. Jacobs
A Membor of the
this State.
j they can comfortably handle in regular
gallons, built to accommodate more and standard Bowser Meters.
Parent-Teacher Association played guard four years, and was units as needed. The equipment ts
Aware of rumors that the project classroom work, find It simpler to
The George H. Thomas Fuel ComRockland. Nov. 24
will be revived within the* next few ) select the boy or girl whom they
one of the most ou’sxanding guards so designed to discharge the oil from pany is the sole distributor of Shell
in the league. With this area.’ of tankers, also pump to a loading stand Fuel Dil in Xncx County and its!
months. Capt. Sturgis said in an in- know will excel, so lessening their
stars. Ii looks like a hectic evening tor trucks, passing through double trucks are ready to serve you within i
terview this afternoon that the pres- responsibility and assuring a better
JOBS FOR JOBLESS
Alters to assure clean oil. All oil is this territory. Tlie oil which they j
for the Black and White lassies.
ent operations “have nothing what- performance for the school,
metered to the trucks and remetered handle ls of the well known SHELL
With three straight victories the to consumer In an effort to double PRODUCTS and the service is prompi
ever to do with the reopening or con
I do not mean this as a criticism of J A problem Which the ReROCKLAND, MAINE
tinuation of the tidal power work." the teachers. Sendees given out- '
.
_
. Thomaston team will try to over check possible errors.
and efficient. Telephone Camder.
employment
Officers
ls
To meet the increasing demand for 2024 for information, Ycur patronage .,
come the All-Stars and add their
“These are entirely in connection side their required classroom hours
name to the list. Condon and Helmi Diesel oil now used in pleasure yachts is solicited.—adv.
with the completion of existing1 are voluntary. 'My respect and adHelping Solve
structures," he said, “and in effect- \ miration for members of this proJohnson will be in the forward
Someone has said there is always a berths; Coates and Felt will take care
ing the completion it is intended, in fession is profound. No more conaccordance with the design and scientious. hard working, long suffer- reason for everything. Fourteen mil of the Center duties. A great battle
1
specifications for the structure, to ' ing group of men and women exists, lion unemployed ln 24 months was u expected between Felt and Foster
face the Passamaquoddy Bay sides | If there is any more arduous or exin the Center position. Bradlee and
reason enough. What to do with this
I Davis. Pete Nuccio. Albert Grey. Ches
(Continued from Page Onei
Captain Jack will hold down the
of the three upper dams—Carlow hausting work than standing all day
ter Hansen, Martin Hamilainen,
Island. Pleasant Point and Pleasant before thirty or forty boys and girls 'ast arm} of unemPlo>'ed became a guards' positions and will have plen
Point extension—with granite blocks I at a time trying to project your i,r°blem. They could not starve, ty of trouble stopping Hapworth and and a zeal behind it that could never Charlie Emery. Maurice Pottle. How
be bought with dollars and cents. It ard Pottle. Carlton Reed. Lester Em
weighing from one to five tons each, knowledge of a subject and awaken Created in the image of their Maker, the sensational Feyler.
ery. Cliff Richards. Eugene Rich. Bob
Are the Thomaston girls as strong is their firm belief that once complete
For some time it has been evident \ in them a desire to learn more. I was it His wish to iet them go un
Young, Francis Merchant, Forest
that the engineers would complete i should like to hear about it. A true
as
last
year?
That
question
will
be
and
operating
that
enough
revenue
cared for? The answer is no, so
Wilbur. Lisle Leonard. Bill Heal,
the construction of the dams with j teacher after a day's contact with
answered Tuesday night and if the can be taken in this winter to more
through the medium of the National
Ralph Satterlee, Charles Ronco. Har
granite. This followed the washing- a hundred or two different personalilocals get by the All-Stars a great than offset obligation. But materials
old Brown, Dr. George Pullen. Ran
Reemployment
Offices
scattered
out of sections of the upper dams and ties, many of them decidedly uneasy
deal will be expected of them.
are costly and certain essental mid
dall Marshall. Buck Parsons. Herbert
the subsequent transporting of \ and wriggling personalities, feels throughout the length and breadth of
In what should be another thrill week labor must be hired to speed
Leadbetter. Maurice Shepherd, Nor
our
country,
employer
with
unem

thousands of yards of rock from the somewhat like a squeezed sponge. No.
ing game will find the fast-traveling work and have the stage set clean
2OS
ployed are getting aquainted with Pekes stacking up against last years each Sunday. Kitchen and toilet man Connon. Norman Dickey. Clif
quarry for repair or maintenance j I am not blaming teachers,
purposes.
It is methods to which I am raising each other and are solving their Championship Club. The High. equipment must be bought, the lodge ford Chater. John Pottle. Louie Hary.
Operators of quarries are bidding , objections. In a school of 400 or 500 problems.
School lads will be after their third must be lighted, furnishings must be Will Annis and a group of 17 boys
The Rockland National Re-em win. A lot of interest is being stirred bought, ski tow motor and equip from the C.C.C. camp under Russell
for this large amount of granite and there should be more than 40 or 50
awards will be made to the lowest . capable of taking part in extra cur- ployment Service plays no little part up by this game. Can Woodcock and ment and innumerable other items. Thurston.
BEAUTY
PELLETIER’S
The group from the C.C.C. worked
bidder who measures up to specifics-. ricula activities. The average or be- in this picture. Oeorge W. Dyer, mates hand the Pekes a setback? This mention is made so that in case
hard,
doing
all
kinds
of
jobs.
Their
manager,
has
been
able,
to
date,
to
tions by headquarters at Boston, low average boy or gut, who is difNot if Capt. Delano and crew are anyone thinks that this job is a bed
CULTURE
SCHOOL OF
Ane spirit and worthwhile help is
rather than at Eastport. This is ex- fident and retiring, often suffering place many persons in private em clicking.
of rases Anancially. thetr mind should
greatly appreciated. Those from the
plained by the statement that the from a painful sense of inferiority, ployment with no charge 10 employbe disabused on this point. Of
LEWISTON. ME.
camp were: Willis Bither. Frederick
Eastport district area was brought I needs the chance to try to overcome er or employed. This work goes on
course cash contributions will be most
BURKETTVILLE
Is the ideal place to train for your future. Its graduates all over the
Burns.
Joseph
Chasse.
Austin
Cow

day
after
day
with
a
competent
office
to a close the last of October and that stumbling block, and receive
State are making a name for themselves as experts in the art of
welcome from those who feel that
hairdressing and are in demand everywhere. Join our new elass and
the responsibility for administration: some of the benefits that their more I force under the direction of Mr.
Medomak Valley Grange has re they can afford it and wish to lend ing, Matthew Crehan. Adrian Desjar
assure vuurself of an excellent position. Easy payment terms. Book
i Dyer. Applicants of various tempera- sumed meeting after a summer and their help in that manner. Mr. Crane's I dins, Raymond Desy. Bernard Fitzprocedure lies with the Boston dis-1 aggressive companions receive.
let on request CLASS NOW FORMING FOR DECEMBER 1ST
triet, which is made up of several J Subjects in the prescribed curri- Jment come to the National Re-em- fall recess and has been holding social previously acknowledged donation of( morris. John McAloon. Louis McCoy.
TERM, and will graduate students in June.
14O'&142*
Robert
Parker.
Lucien
Ouelette.
John
areas.
culum are of course of major impor- Payment Office and are dealt with dances each Thursday. An amateur
>50 and Mr McRae's recent gif', of
The project itself was ordered de-1 tance. Whatever you do for a livliand every effort ls made to program was the entertainment last
Pritchard. Raphael St. Cyr, James
$35 have been most encouraging to
Taylor. Leroy Markne and Nathan
mobilized early in June-. It was nec- j hood, later years are immeasurably place them ln suitable positions week, prizes being awarded to Talbot the committee.
essary to complete the upper dams,! enriched by familiarity with the arts when P°ssil’l«
Weaton.
By A. E. W.
Johnson of Washington. Jesse Col
$
Next Sunday
Capt. Sturgis said, due to the con- and sciences. The present curricula The subject ofprivate placement
lins and Norman Collins of Appleton.
tract existing between the United ! of mo6t schools (approve it or not) is a vital one. undoubtedly the one
With snow here and low tempera- 1 TOO MANY BOBCATS g
Mrs. Effie Plummer who is living
States and the Maine Central Rail- j puts the emphasis on college en- that depicts completely the most at the Grinnell home since the death tures and with the ever-present pos- ;
££ {^Thanksgiving, and haven't we a lot to be thankful fori And
road under which the government trance requirements. But the pro- human side of the National Re-em of Mrs. Grinnell, has been passing a slbillty of a few stormy weekends— Com'r Stobie Would
j.u Offer «
cnly a month to Christmas. But right now it's the Heavy Clothing
had already removed the Maine Cen- , portion of students entering college ployment Service. Private placement few days at her home in Massachu and with January 1st only five weeks 1
$1000 In Prizes For Ex- g that is selling, and we have a lot.
tral trestles located on the dam sites. is small. That small proportion is business, when properly developed,
setts. Mrs. Blanche Rokes has been off—all the help that can possiblv I
The work will be carried to com quite often the group participating not only by the state of Maine, but
•
I
be
given
from
carpenters
and
all
'
termination
housekeeper during her absence.
pletion one dam at a time and op in the so called extracurricula activi- by the entire nation will be the
types of labor will speed the work on I
MEN'S ALL WOOL MACKINAWS in pretty plaid patterns
$7.5!)
Eben Linscott of South Paris has
and ..,_J
Game Commissioner j
Pish .........
erations will start first on Carlow | ties. It should be that the large foundation upon which will rest per
to _
completion. .
SKI
COATS,
all
wool
plaids
with
zippers,
a
little
shorter
than
been at his home for the past week.
Island. This will require about 6.000 1 group who will not enjoy the ad- manently this great organization.
Oeorg? J Stobie said Thursday he'
the markinaws ....................... -.................................................... $6.50
Publicity To Date
Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham oi
Here ln Maine it ls interesting to
tons of granite. The whole job will vantage of training at advanced
ZIPPER JACKETS, blue melton ...................................
$3.75, $4.50
be completed In February, weather | schools and colleges should be given find that in July there were 1557 Union were recent visitors at Frank
all directions asking about the winter venin8 in January, to provide cash
HOODED JACKETS
........... —........ -............................ $6-75, $7.50
and general winter circumstances the opportunity to develop every new applicants to the seven districts I Esancy's.
with 2871 placements, of which 62
permitting.
I faculty possible.
EOYS' ALL WOOL MACKINAWS ................................................ $5.00
Schools have closed for a week's sports facilities
ment Commission
Arrangements are being made for
The trend of present day economics were In private business. 1947 in I recess.
BOYS' ALL WOOL MACKINAWS with hoods
$6.75, $7.50
area, the
the operation of a derrick with an, being toward shorter working hours Public, and 862 on relief jobs. In
Theodore Maddocks. young son of
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS
............................................. $2.98, $3.98
83-foot boom. The granite is to be and more leisure boys and giris August there were 1055 new ap Mr. and Mrs. Eben Maddocks, died publicizing
BOYS' LACED LEG PANTS
$2.00. $2.85. $3.00
brought by rail and facilities allow j should be given an opportunity of plicants and 2089 placements, of
railroads
last Thursday. He had been In fall
BOYS' CORDUROY PANTS
..................................................... $2 50
the unloading directly from the flat becoming familiar with the many which 191 were in private business. ing health for the past few months. ing for final
as promised,
cars. The heavy pieces will be lifted constructive ways and means of us- 1478 in public and 480 on relief jobs
Miss Edwina Light who has em
by the derrick and placed on the ing this leisure. Competitive games In three years since this re-employ ployment in Camden passed the week there's no
Men's Heavy Underwear at very low priees. Please remember,
that will
slope. The derrick will be assisted develop character, teach the art of ment task was started there have j end at her home here.
wr arr headquarters for Carter’s Overalls at new low priees.
and colleges.
by a barge lying off the base of the being a well mannered winner and a been registered 134.896 applicants,
Linwood Mitchell was a lucky
dam.
game loser. The school assemblies representing neariy every known oc hunter Saturday.
find that the Penobscot Bay Region jns^ad of hunting them occasionThe quarrying of smaller rock will and entertainments teach self-con- cupation in Maine.
WILLIS AYER
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Whitney has tackled too ambitious a job for „llv ln thc fall antl wlnter months
The personnel of the National Re
still go on at the quarry. Five well fidance and poise to the performers
the first season. Let's do a 100 per
Hts plan, he said, would be to
and
family
and
Walter
Calderwood
drills, one government-owned, are ! and responsibility and efficiency to employment Service in Rockland is:
cent job and start off the flrst year offer a first prize of $500 and other
visited Sunday at Lorenzo Linscott's.
George W. Dyer, manager.
boring into the ledge at Carrying . those in charge of business arrange
with facilities outdoors and indoors cash prizes to trappers who caught
Miss
Marguerite
Linscott
has
been
Mrs. Mary P. Wishman secretary’ to
Cove. Trains are carrying thousands ments. Both types of activity should
that will spell a sure and lasting suc the most bobcats. He said the the year-round, especially during the
ill with pneumonia. Dr. Pierpont is
manager and statistician.
of yards of stone to the sites of the have a place.
cess.
money would be derived from hunt spring and early summer when thc
Mrs. Jennie Tait placement officer her attending physician.
dams in preparation for the final
Because I should like to see every
ing license fees. Bobcats apparently fawns make their appearance."
Mrs.
Maude
Over
lock
and
Mrs
Dor
’
s
Another
Splendid
Meal
layer of granite. At present approxi-1 pupil at school participating in some and typist.
Explaining a study is being made
Again the ladies served a throng of have increased despite a $15 bounty
Miss Mary Johnson receptionist, Miller spent Sunday with Minnie
mately 50 are employed on demobill- extra curricula work or play, and no
Light.
workers, 102 in all. And a grand job paid by the state for each one killed. of reports that bear are killing deer.
zation activities and 250 on work one allowed to be overactive in them file clerk and typist.
was done. How they do it is still , , “Maine has a good supply of deer," Stobie said it “is quite possible that
Gerald U. Margeson. senior inter
' \ I make the following suggestions:
he said, “and every possible step legislature may be asked to permit
VISITIN’ SCHOOL
mystery
viewer.
dams. It is probable that this force
1— That students be allowed mem
The
group
which
helped
prepare
,
s^ou'd
taken to protect them all trapping of bear in the spring.
(For
The
Courier-Oazette)
will remain fairly constant through bership on but two of the athletic
Miss Helen Merry, typist.
my heart was heavy
and
serve
the
ninth
meal
were
Pru

out the work period of three months teams during the year.
Allie U. Dougherty junior inter Once
With the problems of the day;
I sought but found no remedy
dence Weaver. Olive Weaver. Hazel
or more. Inspectors from the Boston
2— That compctetive teams be viewer.
To drive my blues away.
Witherspoon, Gladys Ronco,' Helen
district office have visited Quoddy formed in indoor sports less violent
Arnold C. Rogers junior interview
The sunshine did not seem so bright, Richards. Irma Wadsworth. Louise !
and have approved the work of the than basketball, such as bowling, er.
The wind a mournful sound;
engineers.
Bert Lacombe special interviewer My cares were piled up mountains Dunbar. Mary Merchant, Roxy White-1
roller stating, badminton etc.
high—
house and Mrs. Oscar Bridges.
3— That games requiring mental under private placement program.
My world seemed tumbling down
Many volunteers were unable to j
EAGLE
rather than physical agility be in
A neighbor friend came ln and said.
UNTIL THE
stay
for dinner and some could not i
"The
air
ls
fresh
and
cool.
troduced such as checkers and chess.
DEER ISLE
Get your coat and come with me—
get
up
until
the
afternoon,
but
those
Mrs. Vida Sylvester is caring for This has been done elsewhere. Teams
Let’s go and visit school.”
Mrs. Arvilla D. Lufkin is spending
who went to the Corthell camp for
the home of Mrs. Earl Brown while 1 have been formed to compete with
The sight of smiling faces
the
winter
with
her
son,
Frank
G.
the noonday meal were: Allen Paythe latter is on vacation.
I other schools.
Made this old heart bump.
And eyes so filled with weleome
son, Maynard Leach. Percy Luce. Sam
School closed Wednesday for 4—That no pupil be permitted to Lufkin
That
made
my
spirit
Jump.
Mrs. Vida Sylvester has returned
Lankton. Clarence Thomas, Ben1
Thanksgiving recess. Miss Farns take part tn more than two school
saw the children read and write,
Wooster, Fred Harden, Ralph Young, j
worth going to her home for the va entertainments during each year, one from a few weeks' visit to Spruce I Thelr
eyes brim full of fun;
Maynard Whitehouse. Ralph Brown, J
I saw the teacher’s fleeting smile
cation.
public .performance and one school Head.
It is unwise and actually dangerous to the health of your
As she helped them one by one.
Miss Edith Farnsw’orth, schoo!
Bill Dyer. Leonard Gross, Roy Was- |
Earl Brown and Edgar Quinn have assembly
family
and yourself to postpone ordering eoal until a
And
as
the
sun
came
peeping
in
gatt, Malcolm Manning, Louis Han- [
hauled up their traps for the winter, j 5—That every pupil be required to teacher on Eagle was weekend guest
Each youthful face and kissed
sudden eold snap derides for you.
John Littlefield is able to be abouf 1 take part in at least one of the as- of Miss Ruby Sylvester.
Tune
in
the
radio
program
—
spon

sen.
Harold
Heal.
L.
Hendricks.
Ken|
I could but think ln this old world
How much of Joy Is missed.
sored by the producers of D. 4 II.
neth Carroll. Richard Harding. Sidney
after being ill with a cold.
j semblies or class social entertainWith a binful of heat-crammed D. & 11. CONECONE-CLEANED ANTHRACITE—
O.
give me a heart that’s free from care, Hardin, Donald (Richards. Bob Hud
Miss Edith Farnsworth spent the I ments. (This might detract from the
CLEANED
ANTHRACITE you can defy the worst that
every Sunday afternoon, 2.00 to 2.30,
Like a child’s; and pure as gold;
weekend with friends in Sunset.
' quality of the performances but un
son. Ed. Peaslee, Bill Gowell. Arthur |
winter has to offer. Phone your order today.
And give me a mind from worry free
NOW 1 EAT
NBC Red Network.
And I shall have Joys untold.
Dean, Oeorge Dean, Fred Dean, War
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn and known capabilities might be discov
Dear Lord, protect these precious ones, ren Pitcher, C. F. Herrick. Firpo Frye,
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn went to ered.)
Let tarnish never dare
Clarence Mitchell, Edward Blacking
Camden recently.
6— That no such performance be
To touch these shining Jewels
Upset Stomach Goes
We leave them in Thy care
ton, Richard (Blackington, Hall,
Mrs. Harriet Quinn has returned given within a month's time of the
in Jiffy with Bell-ans
term examinations.
We pray Thee. Lord, to keep them safe. Dwight Gross. Francis Grey. Bud Mchome.
Each busy, mischievous elf;
ROCKLAND
TEL. 487
519 MAIN STREET
Kugh, Ralph Glendennir.g, Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown are visit
7— That the Athletic Instructor
Ahd let me watch them from afar
And thus forget myself.
Wolcott, Dan Dickens, George Nash,
ing at the home of Mis: Edith Farns and teacher of Public Speaking have
Margaret Eiwell
Wilbur Clark Gene Emery. Eben JWM
no regular classes but give their en-1
worth in Bar Harbor.
HBK
Spruce Head

STYLE,
TONE

PERFORMANCE

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

WORK GOES MERRILY ON

SALADA

■The perfect

TEA

sWW V

AY7ERS

: p®

DON’T WAIT

WEATHER
DECIDES FOR YOU

MINCE PIE

M. B. 4 C. 0. PERRY

Lots of snow ln Northern Maine,
but not enough in Rockland to
"take.”

Kendrick Searles has arrived in
Sarasota, Fla. where he expects to
spend the winter.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 27—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs Ruth Ellingwood.
Dec, 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Federated Church.
Dec. 2—Annual fair Auxiliary to
Anderson Camp S.U.V. at Orand Army
hall.
Dec. 3—Warren—Fair and three act
play, "The Meddlesome Maid," auspices
Mystic Rebekah Lodge
Dec. 1—W.C.T.U. meets with Mrs.
Edwin H. Crie.
Dec
10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles." at High School Auditorium.
Dec. 11—Camden—Senior Class play at
Opera House.
Dec. 11—Camden—Senior play, "Along
Came Peggy" at Opera House
Dec
13—American Legion's annual
food show at Strand Theatre.
Dec
14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Warren Congregational
Church.
Dec. 15—Camden—Gift ball at Opera
House, auspices Outing Club.
Dec 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Dec 17—Rockport—Senior class play,
"Msma's Baby Boy."
Dec. 21—Forefathers' Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Dec 31—New Year's Ball at Communi
ty Building auditorium.

Mrs. Nellie Philbrook has moved
from Thomaston street to 25 Orange
street.

Past Commander Oliver R Hamlin,
attended the meeting of the V.F.W.
in Orono Monday night.
Christmas decorations are in place
on the Court House premises—15
cords of firewood on the southern
boundary.
The Hazel Leah arrived from
Lord's Cove, N B. Monday with 35,000
pounds of lobster bait for Rackliffe
Ar Witham.

Why go to the big woods for hunt
ing? Edward C. Boody returned
from South Hope, Tuesday with a
225-pound buck. A beauty.
A meeting of the full Furnishing
Committee of Community Building
will be held at 2 o’clock Tuesday at
the building, adjourning to thc
Chamber of Commerce rooms.
The V.F.W, Auxiliary will have a
beano party Friday night at thc
home of Mrs. Gladys Hamlin. Play
will begin at 7 o'clock; neighbors and
friends will be welcome.

™

j THE SAUNTERER

DINE ON THURSDAY
THANKSGIVING DAY

t

THE SALVATION ARMY

Thursday afternoon at 3
o'clock a public meeting will be
held. All are invited. Thurs
day night Major Wiseman's mes
sage will be “The Open Door."
The subject Friday Night is
"White Robes.” A special fea
ture of these meetings are the
new religious choruses and songs
that are sung. Each night a new
chorus is taught to the congre
gation. Those who attend go
away with a new song in their
hearts. All evening meetings
start at 7.30.

D. Hubbard of Waterville as inspect
ing officer. Supper at 6. Those not
solicited please take sweets. All
„
,
past matrons and patrons will be
hosts and hostesses.

Blue Bonnet Troop of Olrl Scouts
met Monday at 4 o'clock, work being
done on Christmas projects. The
members are raising money for the
month of November by taking orders
for personal stationery. Some fine
Leon O. Dodge, president of the work was done on tests and badges
First National Bank of Damariscotta, with Miss Stockbridge and Mrs.
and well known in this city, has beer Trask in charge.
elected Class A. director of the Fed
Well, here it is at last Cracker
eral Reserve System in New England
Favreau in a main bout. At the
Charlcs McIntosh brought home Tillson Avenue Stadium Friday night
an 8-point buck from hls hunting he will again meet Danny Rupp of
trip. Theo Strong and Elmer Kaler. Oardiner. Their scrap two weeks
who accompanied him. had excellent ago was one of the best that has
intentions but were unable to get been staged this season, and they are
put on as a main bout attraction by
them cashed.
special request. Ponzi Cochran is
Capt. John G. Snow. Rockland meeting Kid Jordan of Waldoboro
pilot de luxe, ushered Lhe Norwegian and Bostoi in the semi-final while
freight steamer Ferncliff up river in In the prelims will be seen Walter
the small hours of Wednesday morn Reynolds and Young Audet, Popeye
ing The craft was Bound from Saint Manta and Frankie Carr and Percy
John. N. B.. to Searsport to load Porter and Bad Boy Jiggs of Au
gusta.
scrap iron for a foreign port.

A drill meeting for the first degree
will be held directly after the Odd
Fellows meeting Monday night, in
preparation of the district meeting
Dec. 17 in Tenant's Harbor.

A. B. Crocker

AT THE

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Why go through the fuss and bother, let alone
expense of preparing dinner at home, when you can
s1.00

„ get a full dinner at the

Paramount Restaurant for $1

S1.O0
141-142

M. E. WOTTON & SON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

The women of the Methodist
Parish are holding a fair in the
church vestry Wednesday afternoon,
Dec. 2. to be followed by a chicken
pie supper and an evening entertain
ment.

Football fans will have indoor di
version listeneng to the radio reports
In Municipal Court Wednesday Al. of the Brown-Colgate game in the
Oray was fined $25 for alleged in forenoon and the annual Cornelldecent exposure
He appealed and Pennsylvania game in the afternoon.
bail was fixed at $100.
And on Saturday wlll be the great
Army and Navy game.
State Horticulturist Stanley Point
er has ordered large quantities of
Annual inspection of Golden Rod
apple trees from the Rochester. N. Chapter. O.EJS will be held Friday
Y. area, for the annual apple pool night, with the Grand Matron Lettie
John Guistin is a candidate for
State Department chaplain when
the Veterans of Foreign Wars hold
,
,
,
, „ , ,
their annual convention in Rumford
next June.
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Every-0 ther-Day

DOLLS
(By Horsman)

The greatest assortment of Baby and Charac
ter Dolls that Horsman ever made. This year
we have bought for the kiddies a real representa
tion of all numbers that these famous doll
manufacturers have made, including the
“Shirley Temple” face doll.

Just think of a 24 inch Baby Doll that talks,
sleeps, walks, with rubber panties and the fa
mous "Horsman enamel face, at $1.98.
A full I 6 inch Doll, made by Horsman (and
she talks, sleeps and walks), at $1.00.

Now the greatest doll buy in the market to
day, the doll with the “Shirley Temple" face at
$1-98. This doll has human hair curls and is 16
inches tall; you would expect to pay $5.98 for
them.
Another “Shirley Temple" face Doll at $3.50.
Other Dolls from 25c to $4.98.

Remember this, prospective doll buyers, all
Horsman Dolls have the patented enamel face.
No other doll has this feature.

The National Emergency Council
which has had offices over Moran’s
Insurance office since the appoint
ment of the former director James
E. Connellan, will be moved the last
of this week or next Monday to the
Federal building on Pearl Street.
Portland. Scott F. Kittredge, who is
executive assistant '■o Director Wise
man will be located in Portland,
joined there by Mrs Kittredge when
apartments have been secured.

Old Cambric?!’ Is rich in having
so many places of historical interest
outside of "Harvard's classic yard."
In Harvard Square Is the old wooden
church with this inscription upon it:
“First parish, first church in Cam
bridge, 1633-1636. Unitarian since
1839." This was the Congregational
Church, the established church of
the Puritans, and then the congrega
tion divided.
Adjoining this church is an old
burying ground which dates from
1636. the year of the founding of
Harvard College. This extends along
Garden street to Christ Church,
Episcopal, where Gen. and Mrs.
Washington worshipped in 1776 when
the General's headquarters were in
Cambridge.
Here lie many persons who were
prominent in the early affairs of the
j Colonies and of the United States.
On thc Harvard Square side of the
i burying ground is a large granite
cross prone on the ground. On the
side of the cross is engraved. “Rich
ard H. Dana, 1787-1879.' He was the
father of Richard Henry Dana,
author of “Two Years Before the
Mast." a lawyer of eminence and at- |
tomey-general in President U. S.
Grant's cabinet.
His son. Richard H. Dana, 3d mar
ried Longfellow's daughter and lived
next door to the Longfellow House.
On the end of the arm of the cross
appears, “Washington Allston. 17791813.'' The reason his name appears
there is that he married a Dana.
He was a Harvard graduate (1890);
a painter and a writer. It would ap
pear that he was not pre-eminent as
either, as he is seldom mentioned
now.
In the corner of this burying I
ground is a marker with this in\scription, “Boston, eight miles. 1734."
There are now many bridges across
the noble Charles. In 1734 there
were not. If a person wished to ride
from Harvard Square to Boston he
needs must go to Brighton, then cross
Boston Neck to Boston (the route
William Dawes took on the night of
April 18. 1775 to Lexington and
Concord.)
One does not have to leave the
vicinity of Harvard Square to find
thc site of the house where the poet,
' Dr Oliver Wendell Holmes, was born
ln 1809. He died in Boston in 1894.
One of thc earliest poems were en
titled:

CONTEST VERY CLOSE

Race For Southern Winter
Cruise Grows Hectic

(Cijrtatmas
•

Five floors of Christmas Values—
take our advice, buy early, this
year of all years! Our complete
showing of Christmas Goods
is now ready
★ ★ ★

★

WINTER COATS
AT

SALE PRICES
Regrouped and Repriced

A FEW DRESS COATS

One-Half Price and Less
A FEW REG. $9.75 PLAID BACKS

THE CAMBRIDGE CHURCHYARD

On- ancient church! Its lowly tower.
Beneath the loltler spire.
Is shadowed when the sunset hour
Clothes the tall ahaft ln fire:
Like Sentinel and Nun. they keep
Their vigil on the green:
One seems to guard and one to weep
The dead that lie between.

$7.95
KRAGSH1RE PLAID BACKS

Once again, the lead ln the
Southern Winter Cruise changes and The Indian's shaft the Briton's ball,.
Regular $19.50 Coats, bought this week in
The sabre's thirsting edge.
finds Vivian Mullen out in front with The hot shell, shattering ln Its fall.
New York
The bayonet's rending wedge.—
a very thin lead over Edna Gregory Here
scattered death; yet. seek the spot
who is in second place. The margin
No trace thine eye can tee
$13.85
altar—and they need it not.
between second and third place Is NoWho
leave thelr children free!
—Oliver Wendell Holmes
even closer with Francis Havener Jr.
only two votes behind Miss Oregory
N. C. C. 2
The Feast of Dedication, known as and In third position. Arlene Haven
CRANE COM PANY
Somerville. Mass., Nov. 24
Hanukkah, will begin Tuesday night, er is running fourth, just six votes to
—
-----Dec. 8, and will be celebrated for the rear of her cousin. Thc old battle
MISS ELLA M. DAY
[giving
with
their daughter, Mrs The wedding took place July 4 in
eight days by Jews in all parts of the is getting closer by the hour. A fast
FRIENDSHIP
Helen Anderson and Mrs. Alma Portsmouth. N. H . and has been kept
world. The festival commemorates i close finish with a lot of friendly
Miss Ella M. Day. 84 who in 1892- ;
-------Sheriff.
a secret until a few days ago. He is
the deliverance of the Jewish people rivalry is predicted down through 93 served as the first worthy grand I Thc Pythian Sisters served a supMr. and Mrs. George Mitchell have a graduate of A.HS.. and recently
two thousand years ago from the op the next four weeks to the night be matron of the Grand Chapter of thc j per [Friday for the Knights, with
moved to their new houss, modcrnly ' completed a course at Bryant &
pression of the Syrian-Oreeks and is fore Christmas and the end of the Order of the Eastern Star in Maine. Genie Simmons, chairman. Kitchen
Stratton's in Boston. Mrs. Pitman is
equipped
to the last detail.
of joyous celebration as well as religi- [ contest. Some of the contestants. died Saturday at the home of Miss
a High School graduate and daughter
assistants were Millie Morton. Helen
ous devotion. Hanukkah takes its now riding in the lower 'berths, hint Alma L. Reid. 23’s Russell street,
cf Mr and Mrs. Standish of Waldo
i C. Simmons, Jennie Simmons. Olivia
name from the fact that the Temple tnat there may be new members of Bath, where she had lived since Febappleton ridge
boro. May many years of happiness
was purified and re-dedicated to the J the royal family and that those now ruary after two years' residence at Hoffses; pies and cakes, Oretha
be tn store for them. They will re
Rev. Harold Nutter of South Mont side for the present with his parents.
No action was taken at Augusta
The Lions Club had no set pro service of God after its recapture | ln lt will have to scratch to hold their the home of Mr. and Mrs. David E Mitchell; tables Oertrude Oliver as
The present Rich in North Bath.
sisted toy Mrs. Willis Bessey; ville called on W. M. Newbert last
Tuesday as to the confirmation of gram Wednesday and its king lion from the hands of the Greeks who ' present positions.
Dr. C. H. Jameson was a profes
Zelma M. Dwinal as a member of was out of town but Ensign Otis had defiled it with pagan and idola standing is the closest of the contest, i Miss Day was born in Rockland ( waitresses, Eda Lawry. Edna Packard. Thursday. W. L. Sykes was a din sional caller Friday at W. M. New
the State Liquor Commission. It was proved an apt substitute for the lat trous worship. Literally the name All contestants had large deposits of and for many years was a dress- Carrie MacFarland, Adelia Jameson, ner guest Tuesday at the Newbert bert's.
rumored in the Capitol City that no ter, conducting one of the season's means "Dedication," but the holiday votes and showed that the battle maker in that city, coming to Bath ; Mattie Simmons. Josie Burns. Bertha home.
Arthur Sprowl and Floyd Gushee
only after stricken by illness. She Jameson, Lavinia Whitney; tickets,
further action on appointments would best meetings in a most felicitous is also known as the Feast of Lights was far from won.
because
of
thc
custom
of
lighting
Daisy
Simmons.
The
order
was
well
Vivian
Mullen
..........................
8409
were
lucky deer hunters the past week.
was
a
past
matron
of
Golden
Rod
manner.
The
session
was
held
in
one
be taken during the short time left
CAMDEN
The Willing Workers will hold a
of the upper dining rooms, due to candles during the festival; one Edna Gregory ....................... —. 8400 Chapter. O.ES. of Rockland—Bath pleased with the financial proceeds.
in this administration.
Miss Sadie Sinclair of Waltham, Christmas sale Dec. 1.
the fact that the grill is undergoing candle, the first night; two, the sec Francks Havener ...................... 8398 Times
Tlie Rotary Club is to contribute
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pitman an
Funeral
services
at
Masonic Mass., has returned home after
"Drive as you would have others extensive alterations. The members ond—and so on, until on the last Arlene Havener ........................ 8392
material
for thc children's toboggan
Charles
Mitchell
.....................
5757
night
the
candelabrum
bllzcs
with
Temple
Tuesday
were
conducted
by
spending
a
vacation
with
Mr.
and
nounce
the
marriage
of
their
son
drive.” This excellent motto is being found themselves confronted with
Daisy Oray ............................... 3811 Rev. Charlcs E. Brooks of the Metho- 1 Mrs. F. L. Young.
Charles Johnson to Eleanor Standish. slide at the Hosmer's Pond project.
carried into all parts of the State on generous plates of chicken pie din- eight lights.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
Leon White Jr............................ 3826 dist Church. Eastern Star services
the white car driven by George I., ner. and everybody was glad that
Vera Ames ............................... 3631 were in charge of Worthy Grand Ma daughter, Eda. were callers Sunday
Shaw who was recently transferred the Thanksgiving week dinner had
On September 30. 1674 federal
on Damariscotta relatives.
to the Safety Division of the State not been omitted. Projects which the credit unions had been chartered Carrie Breen ............................ 3512 tron Lettie D. Hubbard of Waterville
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
Cross ............................ 3121 as matron. P.WGP Henry G. Shaw
Highway police. In the furtherance Lions Club might find worth while The co-operative thrift societies are I WilliamAnderson
.... .................. . ,952
Wednesday
at the vestry for an allof this important educational work the coming year were discussed— now operating in every state and are ■ Vivian Foster ........................... 1727 of Bath as patron P.W.G.P. Charles
day session.
Housekeepers were
E.
Lord
of
Camden
as
associate
pa

Mr. Shaw addresses schools, clubs. I among them assistance in furnishing increasing in numbers at the rate of
Clayton MdMahon ................. 1500 tron and P.W.O.M. Farah B. Shaw Gertrude Oliver. Helen Simmons,
and other organizations.
Ihe Community Building . a Chil about 100 a month.
of Eath, as chaplain. Other chairs Olivia Hoffses and Eva Russell.
dren's Playground and a trailer
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• Jp
Brenno St. Pierre of Washington camp. The matter of the Commun
were filled by past matrons and pa Following the business meeting a
' »
and Myron Houston of Jefferson ity Building was held in abeyance
The
newspaper
cannot
make
trons of Golden Rod Chapter. program was enjoyed by 43 members
!♦
MICKIE SAYS—
and guests. Much work was accom
pleaded guilty in Recorder Otis’ court until Chairman John M. Richardson
Many members of Edwin Libby Re
♦ use of announcements of births,
on guaranteea
marriages
and
deaths
unless
Tuesday to the charge of breaking can address the meeting of Dec. 9.
♦
lief Corps of which she was a mem plished.
accompanied
by
thc
name
of
Mrs.
Randall
Condon
called
Sun

SAX AIR MERCHANT, WMEU
into Norman Fradd's garage in Lions Leach. Winslow and Oregory
♦ the sender.
ber were present. Floral tributes
day on Mrs. Bennett at Spruce Head.
YOU MAKE A SEUIMG TALK TO
♦
Washington and taking a logging were appointed a committee to in
were beautiful and several designs
Tires • Batteries
A CUSTOMER. ABOUT SOME „
Mrs. Charles Winchenpaw of
chain, two automobile license plates, vestigate the trailer project. A joke
represented
thc
fraternal
organiza

AAERCWAUPISE, POUT IT HELP
Thomaston
passed
the
weekend
with
just (elect what you need,
and other articles. Both men were Christmas tree will be held on
tions to which she belonged.
SELt THE GOODS* THEN
BORN
show us your license iden
Mrs. E. A Burns.
held for the February grand jury, St 23, the toys, clothing etc. to be given
WHY WOT MAKE ASEUlWG
The bearers were past patrons of
SIMMONS—At Rockland. Knox Hospital,
tification and tell us how
Ira Simmons and children of Bre
TALK TO ALL TVT BUYERS
Nov. 24, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul V Miss Day's own chapter. Golden Rod.
Pierre furnishing bail in the sum of to deserving parties.
you can pay. We install
IW TOW AMO TH' COUNTRY
Simmons of Friendship, a son. David
men were callers Sunday on Mr. and
$500 and Houston being released on
Leroy.
—George W. Gay, Milton M Griffin,
your purchase at once.
’ROUND IW OOR- AD COLUMNS t
Mrs.
George
Carter.
MARTIN-At Vinalhaven. Nov. 22. to Edward OB. Gonia and Arthur F.
his personal recognizance.
REG'LAR.'Y
Annual Fair. Methodist Church.
NO RED TAPE • NO OELAY$
Arthur Burns who has employment
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Martin, a son,
Wisner. Interment was in Achorn
Abbott.
Rockland. Wed. Dec. 2. Chicken Pie
QUICK $ERVICE
in Augusta is seriously ill at the home
The following committees have
cemetery.
of hls parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
been selected for the Senior Class supper followed by entertainment in
DIED
evening. Public welcome.
Burns.
play "Tweedles;” Business Manager
SPEAR—At Warren. Nov. 24. Abdon K
Spear, aged 66 years. 8 months. 16
142-144
Miss Mary Lawry and Dorothy
Russell Hickman; assistants, Muriel
days. Funeral Friday at 1 oclock
Lawry of Rockland made a visit Sun
from residence.
McPhee. and Edith Dondis; advertis
METCALF—At Rockland. Nov. 25. ,Mary
day at the home of their uncle, Capt.
atfr T)
_
ing manager. William Cross; assist
E. Metcalf, aged 77 years. 2 day.-.
and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
ants. John Blethen and Elizabeth
F*uneral Friday at 10 30 from Russell
Ambulance Service
Funeral Home. Interment in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Martin and
Till; stage manager. Vernley Black;
BUY ON OUR BUDGET PLAN
CUMMINGS—At Washington. Nov. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Martin of
assistants, Charles Dorgan and Rus
Joseph Cummings formerly of Wey
mouth. Mass., aged 87 years. 11 months
Saugus, Mass., were weekend visitors
sell Hewett; electrician, Winfred
21 days. Funeral services Sunday at
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
2 o’clock at Dunbar funeral home
Stanley; assistant. Frederick Perry;
Weymouth. Mass. Interment ln the
Young.
34 UNION STREET
RCCKLAND. ME.
TELEPHONE 8910
property manager. Edward Peaslee;
North Weymouth cemetery
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell, ac*
assistants. Malissa Bostick and Betty
Morticians
CAR HEATERS
BATTERIES
companied by Mrs. Oertrude Oliver,
CARD OF THANKS
McAlary; costume mistress, Ruth
We wish to express our sincere ap
motored
Tuesday
to
Rockport
where
Pike; usher chairman. Eleanor Ames.
preciation to all neighbors and friends,
ZENITH HOUSE RADIOS
they attended the Eastern Star in
for their kind expressions of sympathy
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
shown us during the loss of our son and
TEL. 662
spection and supper.
MOTOROLA CAR RADIOS
brother. Dougla=
Rummage Sale. Odd Fellows hall,
» CLAREMONT ST, BOCKLAND
361-365 MAIN ST. BOCKLAND
Mr and Mrs Augustus Anderson and
Capt. and Mrs. Mell'in Lawry are
Rockland, Dec. 1, from 9 a. m. to
family
98tf
119-tf
in Quincy, Mass., to spend ThanksPort Clyde
p. m—Bdv,
142-143

CREDIT
Goodrich

Goodrich Silvertown

Stores

BURPEE’S

* MUNRO’S SERVICE STATION

Russell Funeral Home

Every-Other-Day
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GREAT DISASTERS IN AMERICAN HISTORY

| PROBATE COURT j

Cherry Mine Disaster, 1909

^+++4..;..;..:..:.^^..>.;..e.:-.m-4.+4-+4h--m--mh--m^-+4Hhh«mhh«m-+++++4»i--.

Wills allowed: Fernando S. Phil Portland, admr. d.bn.c.t.a.; Urania
brick. late of Rockland deceased, C. Burgess of Owl's Head, present
Ralph P. Conant of Rockland ap ed by Charles A. Rose of Rockland,
pointed executor; Louise A. Gray, gdn.
late of Thomaston, deceased. Marion Petition for license to sell personal
L. Grafton of Thomaston appointed estate granted: Estate Evelyn L.
exx ; Caroline S. Barry, late of Ames, late of Matinicus Isle Planta
Catnder). deceased. Elizabeth C. tion. deceased, presented by Weston
Barry and Martha B. Cornells of L. Ames of Matinicus Isle Planta
Camden
appointed
executrices; tion admr.
Charlotte P Lufkin, late of Rock Petitions for confirmation of trus
land. deceased. William R. Lufkin of tee granted: Estates, Lewis W. TapRockland appointed exr ; William B. pan. Jr., late of Milton. Mass., de
Mitchell, late of Rockland, deceased, ceased, Roger Pierce of Milton.
Viola E. Mitchell of Rockland, ap Mass., and Stephen W. Phillips of
pointed exx.; Claes E. Boman, late Salem. Mass. co-trustees; Abbie E.
of Vinalhaven. deceased. Charles L. True, late of Camden, deceased.
Boman of Vinalhaven and Herbert I Horace I. Holt of Warren, trustee;
E Boman of Lisbon Falls, appointed Abbie E. True, late of Camden, deexrs.; John Perie. late of South j ceased. The Town of Lincolnville.

M

AWERICAS WORST
ine Disaster
STARTED WHEN A LOAD OE MULE ECO
DEE PAUSED FOR A MOMENT EENEATH
AN OIL LAMP IN THE SHAFT OF A COAL

m:ne at

Cushing, deceased. Edith M. Perie of trustee.
South Cushing appointed admx. c.t.a , Petitions for guardian granted:
Petitions for administration grant- Estates Herbert F Mann Jr. and
ed: Estates. Cora E. Williams, late of |Laurie E Mann, minors, of Camden.
Rockland, deceased. Clara W. John- Leola T Mann of Camden appointed
son of Rockland, admx ; Carrie gdn ; Lillian I. Thurston of RockBlake, late of Rockport, deceased.! P°rt Carleton E. Orcutt of Rockport,
Vesper E. Grover of Rockland, admr.;, gdn.
Lena H Graves late of Rockland.
Petition for discharge of liability)
deceased. William E. Graves of Rock-1 granted: Estate Isaac Bunker, late of
land, admr ; Nancy Emma Davis. Thomaston, deceased, presented by
late of Friendship, deceased. Rodney J Central Surety & Insurance CorporaS. Davis of Port Clyde, admr.; j tion of Kansas City. Mo.
Annie O Conant, late of Rockland.
Petition for commissioners on
deceased Frederic Conant Clark of disputed claim granted:
Estate
Bristol N H, admr.; Melzer T. Emma H. Bisbee late of Rockland,
Crawford, late of Camden, deceased.1 deceased, Jerome C Burrows of
Donald Crawford of Camden, admr; Rockland and Alfred M Strout of
Elizabeth K. Marshall, late of Arl- Thomaston appointed Commissionington. Mass., deceased. Elizabeth ]ersM Easton of said Arlington, admx.;,
• • • •
Blanche B. DeJony, late of Belling-j Petition for distribution granted:
ham. Mass , deceased, Ferdinand de Estate Benjamin Miller, late of
Jony of Bellingham, Mass., admr; Rockland’ deceased, presented by
Arvilla P Skinner, late of Warren. LawTence Miller, admr
deceased Eula M. Skinner of Water-] Accounts allowed: Elizabeth Rogville. Admx; Isaac N. Young, late ers°f OwI s Head deceased,
of Thomaston, deceased. Hollis D flrst and final account filed by Myra
Rogers Scammon, exx.; James M
Young of Thomaston, admr
Whitney, late of Rockport, deceased,
Petition for perpetual care of first and final account filed oy En~
burial lot granted; Estate Frances sign Otis, admr.; Frederick A. RipE. Hurley, late of Rockland, de ley of Washington, fourth account
ceased. filed by F Helen Paladino of filed by Frank H Ingraham, gdn.;
Rockland, admx.
Olive M Ripley of Washington 4th ac
Petitions for license to sell real count filed by Frank H Ingraham, gdn
estate granted: Estates, Abram W. Thomas Simpson late of Warren, deNye, late of Rockland, deceased, pre-1 ceased, first and final account filed,
sented by Llewellyn Carleton of by Annie E. Watts, exx ; Alice C.

Cherry, Illinois.

WHEN DROPS OF BURNING OIL FELL ON

the hay. flames trapped

257
VORK'NG BELOW. DEADLY FUMES

men

KILLED ELEVEN RESCUERS AS hun

dreds WORKED DAY AND
EXTINGUISH the BLAZE.

NIGHT TO

the fire raged unabated, and with

AMERICA SHOWED ITS GENEROUS SYM

HOPE OF RESCUE FINALLY ABANDONED
TONS OF CONCRETE WERE ROURED IN
TO THE MINE ENTRANCES TO SMOTHER
TUB FLAMES.

PATHY AS THE AMERICAN RED CROSS
ASSUMED The HEARTBREAKING TASK
OF CARING FOR TO WIDOWS AND 46Q

CHILDREN OF THE ILL-FATED MINERS.

MEETING WITH STATE, LABOR ANO RELIEF’
REPRESENTATIVES THE RED CROSS SET
UP A DEFERRED PAYMENT FUND FOR

each widow and Child until the
children had BECOME SELF-SUP

PORTING. AGAIN RED CROSS PROVED
ITSELF THE 'GREATEST MOTHER".

Smart New Styling, More Power and Comfort
Feature Four Lines of Buick Cars for 1937

j! FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

It was of special interest to read
Mary Ellen Chase's "Silas Crockett'
just after hearing Capt Warden of
Stockton Springs speak before the
Methebesec Club, it seemed almost
like a continuation oi his delightful
talk as the story brings ln so many
of tihe ships—both clipper and sail- I
ing—he had told about. And now we
read of Miss Chase's ‘This England'
(Macmillan*, a pleasant little volume
of essays about England and the
English, as one reviewer puts it !
“Washington Irving. Emerson. Haw
thorne. and other great American
literary figures worked over the same
A

scene from "King Of The Pecos." a thrilling western drama, starring John
Wayne and Muriel Evans-adv.

their da-’—in fa<?t-

has

i been worked over so many times by
visitors from these shores that ,t

——------------------------------------------------------------------------------might seem that there was nothing
Sherman, late of Appleton, deceased. Alley, late of Vinalhaven. deceased new t0 saj. when one comes right
MORE POWER, greater comfort and smart new
trunk. It is one of four new lines of Buick cars and
first and final account filed by Inez Harold C. Alley of Vinalhaven named down to It. that is the case: there is
styling feature the new 1937 cars announced by the
It powered by a 130-horte power, valve-ln-head,
E Ames, exx.; Frank E. Post, late admr ; Abbie Vinal Creed, late of nothing new to say. But there is
Buick Motor Company.
Shown above Is the new
straight eight engine. Wheelbase of this model
Series 60 Century five passenger sedan with built-in
of Rockland, deceased second ac- Vinalhaven deceased Bernice Vinal always a new way to say lt. which is
is 126 Inches.
count filed by Julia A Post, exx ; ] of Vinalhaven named admx.; Law- enough to satisfy the most of us.
Abby H. Straw-bridge, late of Cam- rence T. Moore, late of Rockland de-1 Miss Chase prefaces her book, as
the agent. By way of preface to a
den. deceased, first account filed by ceased. Annie F. O'Connell of Ban- might be expected, with the great
screen sale, this far-seeing agent
James Nowell, trustee; Lewis Wil- gor named Admx.; Frank Cunning- lines about this blessed plot, this ■
plans to produce the plaj- on Holly
liam Tappan. Jr. late of Milton, ham. late of Washington, deceased earth, this realm, this England: then
wood's doorstep, perhaps with
Mass deceased, first and final ac- Arthur E. Johnston of Washington as might also be expected. 6he
Frankie Thomas again in a leading
’count filed by Stephen W.Phillips named admr db.n; Mary C. Fatns- launches into a discussion of English
1
role.
3
4
5
2
7
1
8 9 IO It
and Roger Pierce, admrs. c.t.a.; worth, late of Rockland, deceased weather, of that "estimable, matchDo you recall that this play was
Abel M. Fuller, late of Rockland, de- Boston Safe Deposit and Trust less and somewhat dull daily. The
ll
13
given a first try-out at Lakewood
ceased, first and final account filed Company of Boston. Mass . named London Times." of bad drainage, bad
two summers ago. with Frankie
>5
by Stella Fuller Linekin. exx.: admr. d.b.n.c.ta.
heating, gad kitchen sinks, no ice. no
14
Thomas ln the leading role?
I
Georgia E Glover, late of Camden
. • •
( window screens; of the terrors of
20 i 2’,
lb
18
19
7
deceased, first and final account j petition for license to sell real es- phoning from English pay stations. ‘
of English modes of address, of | In 1D21 when, she was 17 years old
flled by Z M Dwinal admr.; Fores'
presented for notice: Estate
24
22
25
English trees However, there is ref- and just out °t high school. Caroline
E. Dearborn, late of Camden, de- Angus A. McDonald, late of Thomaserence to the esteem in which the Miller married her English teacher
ceased. first and final account filed ton deceased, presented by Arthur E
2b
15
Royal Family is held, the beauty of and principal. Will D. Miller. (You
by Z M. Dwinal. admr.; Susie Mary McDonald of Thomaston, admr
2S4
the rural scene, gorse. ricks, fens, will place Caroline Miller as the
27
Heald. late of Thomaston deceased
Petition for distribution presented
Bloomsbury, blackthorn, and what author of "Lamb ln His Bosom the
fourth account filed by Albert P for notice: Estate Spofford J. Craw
not. It seems to be the consensus of Pulitzer Prize winner for 1934, Her
29
Heald. Lilia B. Elliot, and Arthur J ford. late of Thomaston, deceased,
opinion that lt is all kind, friendly , husband, later on she told, had first ]
Elliot, trustees; Louise Bachelder, presented by Frank D Elliot of and nicely written.
So"
33
31 32
1 yT
■ stirred her interest in literature and ‘
late of Union, deceased, first and Thomaston, admr.
But we still wish Miss Chase would dramatics. Often, packing their
final account filed by Frank E
Accounts filed for notice: Spofford give us another Maine coast story!
3b
35
: three children into the family car.
A
Gowdy. admr c.t.a.; Theodore J j Crawford, late of Thomaston, deYYA
they would wander from their
V •> • •
38
37
39 40
Bradford late of Thomaston, de- ceased, first and final account filed
, bungalow in .Baxley. Ga., over the
ceased, first account filed by Charles by Frank D Elliot, admr.; Alice
Eugene O'Neill. American play- swamp dwellers whom she put into,
TT
45 46
Ml 42 43
M Starrett. trustee; Viola T Hall, Wiley Pullen, late of St. George de wright. on Nov. 12 was awarded the her prize-winning book Recently it
late of Union, deceased, first and ceased, first and final account filed 1936 Nobel Prize for letters. Three was disclosed that the author and
4tt
47
49
final account filed by Herbert L. by Alan L. Bird. admr. c.t.a.; Lucy times has O'Neill been winner of the her husband had come to a parting
Grinnell, exr.; Benjamin Miller, late a. Carver, late of North Haven, de- Pulitzer Prize, the only American of the ways. Charging incompatibility j
50
51
of Rockland, deceased, first and ceased first and final account filed dramatist to win that triple distinc- Mrs. Miller has filed a petition for
1
r
52
final account filed by Lawrence Mil- by Frank Beverage, admr
tion. And on Nov. 12 he became the divorce, and Mr. Miller has filed a
]
ler. admr.; Mary A. Leadbetter late
....
second American Nobel prize-winner cross bill asking for the custody of
of North Haven, deceased, first and
] in letters, the other being Sinclair the eldest of their three sons, who ii ]
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
final account filed by Ruth M. Bev-1 Inventories filed : Estates of Ro- Lewis. The Nobel Prize, bequeathed nine.
1-Wearing away of
39-Want
8- A flap
erage. exx.; Abbie E True, late of! berta 8 Hufnagel Mount Vernon. in 1896 at the death of Alfred B.
41-Unit of electrical
rocks by water
9- Employed
6-Any authoritatively
resistance
10- Fatigue
Camden, deceased, first account filed N' YElizabeth Rogers Scam- Nobel. Swedish inventor, constitutes
declared law
44- Elderly manfcolloq.) 11- Young eagles
A librarian from a western city
by Horace I. Holt exr.; Martha An- ®on and ^“n Calvina Scammon, the annual interest from nine mil12- Hub of a wheel
45- Mineral spring
17- Large plant
tells us that there are no modern
Owl's
Head.
$3273.26;
Eugene
P.
j
llon
cj
o
u
ars
.
At
the
age
of
48
O"NeiU
13A
continent
47-Land measure
18- Made notes
nette Goodwin, late of Camden, de
boys
and
girls,
if
the
youngsters
are
14Again
49Kingdom
south
of
19- By the way (Fr.)
ceased. first and final account filed Dalrymple Warren. $1627.17; Evelyn jOjns the company of such figures as
judged on the books they read. The I 15- lceberg
20- Satisfy
Assyria (Bible)
L.
Ames.
Matinicus
Isle
Plantation.
I Anatole France. Thomas Mann,
by Alexandra Marie Johanson, exx.
16- Hinder
50- Scene of Homer's
22-Accost
$4686 31; Edwin B Spear. Rockland. Tagore Maeterlinck. Rudyard Kip- old
favontes are still current
• • • •
17-T rappers
Iliad
24- Coated with resin
$1347 32; Sewall P York. Damari- i iing one of his literary idols. His favorltes
For example. “Little
21- An Atlantic State
51- Oeep mud
25- A beverage
Petitions for probate of will pre scotta. $5698 74.
(abbr.)
52- City thoroughfare! 30-Strenuous endeavora
I Pulitzer prizes were won with Beyond Women‘ l*hfch has been out 60
22- leles off the coast of 53- Estimated
32- Combining form.
sented for notice: Nathan F. Bar
■the Horizon <1920) Anna Christie year®' U “ stU1 one of
most
Ireland
Wood
rett. late of Hope, deceased. Annie
(1922) and Strange Interlude (1926).
” araTOn*
°therS
23- Close by
33- River in Germany
VERTICAL
WINTER
SCHEDULE
May Barrett of Hope, named exx ;
26-To strike out, as a
34- Fancied
,Mr. O'Neill himself believes that are
In Wonderland.' "Knights
1936—1931
vowel
38-Choose
5 Herbert F Mann Sr late of Camhis play “Mourning Becomes Electra" £th* “
a"d "Robinson
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 11
26- Opinion
1- Empowered
40-Welrd (Scot.)
Ba den. deceased. Leola T. Mann of
DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY
was
the
chief
factor
In
his
winning
1
rusoe
27- Detracts from
2- A frog (Lat.)
•«
42- Hortieulture (abbr.)
SERVICE TO
Camden, named exx.: W. J. Coakley,
29—It is (contr.)
43- To secure a vessel
3- Vault
NO. HAVEN, STONING the Nobel Prize. But he says his
aR late of Rockland, deceased. Alan L. VINALHAVEN,
31-Development
4- Use needle and
45- Slash
TON. ISLE AU HAUT, SHAN’S
R
greatest personal pleasure was
THANKSGIVING
35- Fretful
thread
46- Remove the akin
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Bird of Rockland and A. Walker
36- Put off
(For The Courier-Gazette)
5- Musical drama
48-Tint
Read Down
Read Up derived from writing “The Great God
Brewster of Owl's Head, named exrs.; A. M.
37- Sly (Scot.)
P. M. Brown” and “The Hairy Ape."
7-Earth (Fr.)
Cher the river and through the woods.
49- Australian bird
5.30
Lv
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
.........
Ar
6.00
„
.
,
.
,
.
,
,
___
To
grandmother's
house
we
go"
—
Mary E Gould late of Warren, de
You may be interested to know -mat was the custom cut and drled
6.30 Lv STONINGTON
Lv 4.40
(BoluUon to previous punle)
ceased, G. D. Gould of Warren, 7.30 Lv North Haven ..................... Lv 3.30 that the award will make Mr. GNcill When times were much more slow.
8.13 Lv VINALHAVEN
Lv 2.45
named exr.; George L. Merrifield, 9.30
NORTH WASHINGTON
Ar ROCKLAND ..............
Lv 1.30 wealthier by $45,000 as no award was it's “over the houses, flying,
s T A R T L E
late of Appleton, deceased. Winnie
Subject to change without notice
made for 1935. the total of 1935 and
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more.
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John
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Merrifield of Appleton named exx
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STEAMBOAT CO.
A N N O Y
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is
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in
starting
out
logs
A. S.
Petitions for administration pre- Teicphone 402
Rockland, Me.
Mr. O’Neill is slender and nervous.
Medford Hillside, Mass.
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here for Claude French. During his
sented for notice: Estates. Gladys M
137-tf His eyes are dark.
At the present
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S E VIE R E
employment he is boarding with M
time he is planning eight plays. He
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W. Lenfest.
and his wife, the former actress,
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E
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Many deer have been shot in town |
Carlotta Monterey, recently arrived
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s
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but none in the northern part of
in Seattle to make their home there
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HO wouldn’t Ihis community.
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while O'Neill gathers background
be
cross
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when periodiepainM W. Lenfest slipped on ice Sat
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for his new drama series. This per
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dragging
her
urday.
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has
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Double
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pain and discom
the contract to keep the roads open
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FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

Booklet

on

Application

GRALYNN

June to
October

H. H. Mase

Corner Second Street

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL Co.

Manager

and First Avenue

N. Y.

Moderate Rates

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

L

Call in and let us show you our beautiful
line of

No finer cards are offered anywhere at
these prices

i2f°r$i on10 sc) for $1 00
l.Vu
Jv/
li► V V

IL

PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock . . smart
folder style . . . made to order.

50 of one design,

50 assorted, 4 designs,

$1.00

$1.25

With envelopes to match, and including
your name on each card

We do not send samples by mail

TIRED -»<< IRRITABLE

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

All A00MS WITH BATH
Special weekly fata*

Now is the time to buy while the stock is

!

complete

500 Rooms
with***

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUBSHOWER

Postage 10c additional on each box

NORTH STATION

THE COURIER GAZETTE

*a STEP-A-e/nyoi/r T RAIN-(«/«</<• ROOM

W

And speaking of plays, some of the
Equity members tolling a year or so
ago in "Remember the Day." took a
salary cut to keep that drama run
ning. It is a familiar form of sacri
fice for art, but In this case they
may live to be glad of it. A West
Coast agent has paid $1,000 for a 90day option on the screen rights, with
the understanding that he would pay
$9,000 more if he exercised the option.
In either case, those actors who took
the cut stand to profit, and so does

fort by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Tablets. All drug
gists sell them.
Mrs.
Marion
Sidor of Chicago says: "I was very
tired and irritable. I had severe
pains and terrible headaches peri
odically. My husband bought me
your Tablets and they helped me
wonderfully.”

Why don't you try them next month?

TABLETS

this year.
Warren Lenfest who had employ
There's never enough Rytex Christment in Kennebunk for several [ mas Cards to go around . . . because
months, is home for an indefinite last minute shoppers make lt ImposPeriodI sible to produce and supply the deDonald Cunningham sustained a mand. If you wish to save msapbadly sprained ankle Saturday when pointment. we suggest that you order
leaving a Waterville theatre
'your Rytex Christmas Cards this

Raymond Turner recently visited : week . . . the price, as of old, ls only
relatives and friends in Rockland. [50 for $1.00 including your name on
W. A. Palmer is suffering from a ] the cards and 50 envelopes to match,
lame back caused Sunday when lift- j See the new 1936 samples at The
ing a heavy object.
j Courier-Gazette.
Postage 10c.—adv.
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Every-Other-Day

CAMDEN

CHANCE FOR SHEEP

You and

Evolution of the “Horseless Carriage”

But C. H. Crawford, Special
ist, Cites Some Things
Necessary

‘Your Car

Otis Dean, a student at the Oxford
I College of Business Administration in
I Cambridge, Mass., is holiday guest of
his parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean.
The Ladies of the GAR.. will
; serve a public supiper at the K, of P
i hall. Dec. 4. and will hold a beano
i party and doll fair Dec. 9 afternoon
I and evening.
j Leslie D. Ames who has been
, critically ill at hts home on Sea street
is able to be out.
An old-fashioned Minstrel Show is
In the making to be presented some
time in February under the auspices
of the Y.M.CA. Local business men
and High 'School students will make
up the cast.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge met
i Wednesday night.
| The Outing Club's Gift ball will be
held in the Opera House Dec. 15.
Somebody will get a new Plymouth
car free.
Clyde Danforth and Carl Gustaf
son of (Bangor were in town this
week on business.
Megunticook Grange meets to
night.
Anyone having old toys they wish
to donate to the Garden Club Wel
fare committee to be distributed to
the under-privileged children of the
community at Christmas time, are
asked to leave them at the barn of
Dr. Harry J. Pettapiece. High street,
i as soon as possible.
] Miss Helen Hughes, a student at
I the Academy of the Assumption at
Wellesley Hills. (Mass., is spending
the holiday recess with her parents,
Mr. and 'Mrs. John T Hughes,
Washington street.
The firemen were called Tuesday
afternoon for a chimney fire in the j
building on Main street owned by |
J. Hugh Montgomery and occupied
by the A. D. Coose store and the
Western Union office.
Miss Lotte Andrews is confined to
her home on Union street by illness.

Charles H. Crawford, sheep special
ist of the Maine Department of Agri
culture. says that general “neglect and
Points of Personal In
DO THIS when you
bad care by many sheep owners" con
terest to Every Motorist
stitute contributing factors in the “re
wake up with a
-byduction of the State's sheep popula
Frederick C. Russell
tion the past two years”
a National Motor Authority
Breeding practices, Crawford said,
(copyrighted)
ENJOY RELIEF BEFORE
have "improved materially, however,
YOU’VE FINISHED DRESSINC
with fewer scrub rams being used,
| with an increase in per capita income
resulting from the lambs."
Bayer Tablets
He said the general depression
Dissolve Almost
conditions of recent years had “cut
Instantly
An accident is a calamity when the ; any possibility of cranking while the 1 into farm incomes, so that many
In 2 seconds by stop
watch, a genuine
driver fails to learn how to avoid a car is in gear. Putting the shift lever small sheep owners have been forced
BAYER Aspirin tablet
in low before cranking is a reminder to sell their flocks for cash."
starts to disintegrate
repetition.
and go to work. Drop a
to declutch.
I The average live weight of lambs
Bayer Aspirin tablet in
Just Matter Of Oil
Tires Low Around-Town
for 1936. he said, increased approxito a glasH of water. By
the time it hits the bot
As
a
rule
it
is
around-town
motor!
mat
«»seven
P°
unds
a
head
with
There are plenty of reasons why
tom of the glasa It is
disintegrating. What
the engine may be reluctant to start ing that calls for increased tire in-1the records showin* that wodl has
happens in thia glass
off on a cold day, but if you sift them flation. Many drivers travel three- "^PPed up" about one-quarter
. . . nsppena in your
stomach.
all down to their essentials you will quarters of their mileage on short j P°und a head
discover that the main difference be runs, yet when they go out of town 1 “These two factors," Crawford
tween conditions in winter and An they invariably remember to check *a‘d. “ha^ increased each^sheeps
When you wake up with a head
summer is the fact that engine com tire pressures and think they are do- lncome about 62 cents a head
ache, do this: Take two quick-act
pression is normally higher in the lat ing all that is necessary to prevent I Crawford contended that Maine is
ing, quick-dissolving BAYEK ASPI
Photo courtesy Socony-Vacuum Oil Company
RIN tablets with a little water.
favorably situated as “to make it
ter. This, in turn, is due to the fact running with the tires underinflated.j
ROM “horseless carriage" to the; Oil Company. Everest, a manufac- stery. and a horn of the "squeeze”
By Ihe lime you’ve finished dress
that in summer the engine's lubricat As a matter of fact, tires usually pick i advisable to stimulate the sheep in“advanced" motor car design of turer of harness oils, developed the type.
ing, nine chances in ten, you’ll feel
1911 is the story of progress in the petroleum lubricant which insured
ing oil is free flowing, thus allowing up encugh pressure on an out-of-town dustry in the state,
The Cadillac of 1911, number
relief coming.
automotive industry, as told by the the success of the flrst automobile four, looked more like the automo
Genuine Bayer Aspirin provides
th? starter motor to turn over {he run to make it unnecessary to be so
More than 500 range sheep were Un
this quick relief because it is rated
pictures above.
t
Picture number two shows thrills bile of today that did any of its
engine shaft taster and bu.ld
generous with air pressure.
P°rted fr0:n Montana last fall and
among the quickest methods for re
Picture number one, at the upper and adventure in a 1901 Oldsmobile. predecessors. Designers hadn't
sold to Maine sheep men, Crawford
higher compression. When compntelief science has yet discovered.
left, shows the first automobile, in-' A few more grunts and the two thought about streamlining yet and
Three
Rights
Make
Left
Ea
id,
because
“
the
demand
for
new
Try it this way. But ask for it by
sion is below par a richer mixture,
vented by George Selden in Roch-' passengers in the racy model at the the early cars had very angular
its full name, BAYER ASPIRIN;
The answer to how to make a left J blood was so pronounced."
ester. N. Y„ in 1877. "Get a horse", I upper right will make the top of lines. But this was back in the
better ignition and smoother running
not by the name "aspirin” alone.
valves are needed to compensaCfe. turn at an intersection, if none is I yje said present prices for sheep
Selden’s friends advised him when j the hill. They don’t seem to be ex- days when a radiator cap was a
he
introduced
this
strange
contrapactly
sure
where
they're
going,
but
radiator
cap,
and
not
a
piece
of
permitted
or
if
you
are
very
much
anc
j
wool
were
"very
good,
and
seem
These, however, usually are also be
15C FOR
tion on the streets of his borne judging from the design of the car, statuary.
confused regarding what procedure meely t0 remain so until the world's
low par when the test comes.
A DOZEN
town.
But the inventor actually automobile
manufacturers didn’t
These early cars are a far cry
If you have read between the lines to follow, is the simple process of and nation's sheep population, which
made his machine run, and it was know where they were going either, from the modern, streamlined 1937
2 FULL
you will realize that the main differ making three right hand turns. This is now about eight percent below
no coincidence that the first petro-i No wonder people had to hold their
DOZEN
■ models which are being introduced
ence between summer and winter takes ycu around the block and., normal, is increased again?
leum lubricants to be used in an in- horses when one of these machines
. at auto shows throughout America
Virtually
ternal
combustion engine
were 1 took to the highway.
-jj would seem most advisable for
starting lies in the condition of the bringing you back to the original in' this week. But the automobile of to
lc a tablet
tersection.
places
you
in
a
position
|
Maine
shbep
men
to
take
the
best
those
used
in
Selden's
car.
The
1905
Buick,
number
three,
lubricating oil. Unless the oil is free
day operates on the sat»e principles
Unable to get satisfactory results had a top. Very luxurious, isn't it?
flowing in cold weather the engine where you "make your turn" by the ! possjbie care of their flocks in conLOOK ron THt BAYtH CBOIt
with the animal fats and tallows • The owner of this puddle jumper that Selden used in the manufac
cannot build up sufficiently high com simple expedient of going straight | ditions like these and make a profit
then used as lubricants, Selden could probably lismount the hood ture of his car, even though the
pression for quick starting. Bear thY-. ahead. This plan has saved many a while the opportunity is available,"
went to Hiram Everest, a fellow , and use it for a bath tub on Satur- new models incorporate beauty,
in mind when you are buying oil^for driver confusion or a possible bawling Crawford said.
townsman who had just founded day nights. And there were other safety and efficiency to a greater
WEST WALDOBORO
the Vacuum Oil Company, forerun- handsome gadgets including fend- degree than George Selden could
winter use. With light enough oil out by the traffic officer
ner of the present Socony-Vacuum, ers, a rear door, overstuffed uphol ever have dreamed possible.
you should have no more trouble
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish, son
Light To Match Fog
NORTH HOPE
Senior Play Previewed
starting now than you did when the
Merrill and Mrs. Aaron Nash called
While it is true that indirect light“Along Came Peggy" is the title of
A light fall of snow Sunday night
season was more favorable.
Sunday on Mrs. Emily Keene at
MATINICUS
ing is best in a fog it pays to ex
APPLETON
STONINGTON
left a thin blanket of white over the
Mr and Mrs Leon Young and Mrs. the play to be presented Dec. 11 by Reene Neck
Trends That Go Deeper
periment with the bright lights on
j
the senior class of Camden High
„
..
ground and Monday dawned colder
Mrs. Fannie Waltz spent Friday
Miss Lorena Conley is passing a va
Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison had as re Clement Hills recently called on
focus.
the fog
is close °
What with all the new models, in ,far
...........
— -Sometimes
........ ....................
...........
northwesterly wind The fol
friends
in
Waterville
and
Skowhegan.
School. The play has been previewed with Mrs. Alden Waltz at Gross
novations and tempting price tags to the road, with the result that a *lth northwesterly wind. The fol cation from post office duties with cent visitors Mrs. Eva Bradbury and
Mrs. Ethel Raynes was a business by members of the faculty and was Neck.
; w. v u
in
n<»h- lowing day brought a cloudy sky with friends in Lubec.
Mrs. Mildred Towle, and returned
the automobile enthusiast Is likely to high beam will reflect too much ligh.
6
.
... ..
.
more snow threatening,
Mr. and Mrs Charles Kaler have
with
them
to
Hollis
Centre
for
the
caller
In Rockland recently
favorably commented' upon. Written
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Philbrook
assume that he is delving into the ; and cause a blinding glare. But If
The Seacoast Mission boat Sun
been visiting relatives ln Massachu
significant changes of the day when the fog is heavier just above the road ij L- H- Perry of Owl s Head and son (Marian Cleveland) are receiving con winter.
by Charles George it is extremely
setts.
Perry of North Appleton gratulations on the birth of a daugh
Mrs. Adella Martin was guest Sat beam called here Nov. 15 and Mr.
he collects his share of catalogues kt ’ the high beam may cause sufficient! ”
E Donald
E
funny, wholesome and fast moving.
Bowsfleld
held
services
in
the
church
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach called
urday afternoon of her daughter. Ella
the auto shows and gets technical indirect lighting to make it easier to •[ have
have bought a lumber mill jointly I ter. Janet Marilyn.
Haven't
we
all
planned
a
special
that
night.
Sunday
on Mrs William Thorne and
with the salesman. But there are see your way. In most cases I have “nd are setting it up on the land of
Fulton Hart. Milford Collins. Charles McLaughlin.
Mrs. Lavon Ames has returned trip out of town, only to have it Mrs. Alfred Waltz at Gross Neck.
A.
I.
Perry
in
Hope.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abner
Grant,
Jr.,
of
some underlying trends that are more found fog to be so variable that the
Grant, Harold Collins and Leslie
from a short visit in Portland and spoiled by last minute coincidences
John Winchenbach of Dutch Neck
Daniel Wentworth of North Apple- Stinson have returned from a hunt- Quincy, Mass., visited recently at the
interesting than the featured changes. only safe course is to keep experi
passed Sunday afternoon with Mr.
Boston.
.
'
_
. ,
. . that left us in a turmoil? Well that's
menting with different combinations. ton has entered Knox Hospital for ing trip with a plentiful supply of .Grant home.
Here are a few of them:
Mrs. Sherman Benner and niece <of- ’
and Mrs C. A. Winchenbach
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh K McCorrison
medical treatment.
An effort toward making cars more
deer.
It's Their Problem Too
Port Clyde have been visiting Mrs what happened to Wallace Black a
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Borden of
liveable. You can sleep in some of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowden of i Thomas McGuire is employed at were callers Sunday on friends ana Benner's daughters. Mrs. Norman struggling writer when ne left for Bath were guests Sunday of William
Whenever
visibility
is
low
always
|
Camden
were
guefiU
Sundgy
Qf
neighbors
in
this
vicinity.
the latest models. The trailer idea is
the New York office of the Deer Island
Thompson and Mrs. Weston Thomp Atlantic City. All the trouble starts Schwartz.
• • »•
apparently just a stepping stone to remember that other drivers are hav- daughter Mrs Donald Pem,
Granite
Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer
son.
when Ernest, his valet, and Tillie,
ing
as
much
trouble
seeing
the
road
i
Olden Letter On Triplets
ward what will be knewn as the “liv
°
I Mr and Mrs. Bert Fletcher of
passed
the weekend with relatives
Mrs.
Arthur
Philbrook
was
a
busi

the
maid
decide
to
make
some
money
Victor
Hatch
is
home
from
South
ing car," a vehicle that will be capable ahead as you are. This is, just an.
Camden were recent callers on Mrs. America.
Clipping of a published letter, yel ness caller in Rockland recently.
by renting the apartment during In Portland
other
way
of
suggesting
the
caution
Barbara
p
of housing a small family and provid
lowed with age, is reprinted here on
Byron Mills shot a deer Monday.
The Knox County agent for inves their master's absence. And then
Mrs. Elthea Knowlton is visiting
over to the shoulder of
..
.
„
ing it with transportation at the to drive, well
,
, .. 1 Tlie three sons of Mr. and Mrs. U.
the suggestion of Belle N. Grant of tigation of applicants for old age comes Peggy, but see the plot
Misses Althea Kaler and Isabel
the road whenever getting out of the
,
. ...
friends
in
Lubec.
same time.
,
,
°
..IO. Pease. Samuel, Alton and Albert
Union who thinks that it may have pension was here from Friday to developed Dec. 11 at the Opera Kaler were Portland visitors Satur
Herbert Warren has left for a win local interest inasmuch as she saw the I
A marked trend back to cars that car at night to clean off the wind Pease and families, were present
day
House.
Tuesday.
shield
or
the
headlight
lenses.
Get
ter's
stay in St. Petersburg, Fla. Mr. triplets at Union Fair several years,
can be opened up to fresh air and
recently at a party given in honor of
out
of
the
right
hand
side
of
the
car
sunlight Fine fitting tops, ventilat
Mr. Pease's birthday anniversary. and Mrs. Richard Howell are occupy ago:
ing systems and adequate heaters | a'ld stfp around
t0 make sure i Thg happy family gathering was en-' ing his house.
“In the year 1923, June 21, in the j
Kenneth Stinson recently visited town of Union, there were three girls
give these cars all-year value. On that the cars tail light is working livened by many grandchildren.
before you risk toeing in front of your i
Fifth Avenue a recent check showed
Frank Meservey is making good Ralph Saunders In Sedgwick.
born at one birth, Sarah, Martha and
the convertible sedan to be popular car while other machines are passing recovery following an appendix op
Miss Margaret Haskell was weexend Mary Townsend and all three married |
What Owners Are Asking
in all price classes.
eration at Knox Hospital.
guest of her parents. Rev. and Mrs. H and reared families. Martha claims j
An attempt on the part of car
to be the oldest by about two hours. (
Q Can you tell me what would, Mr- and Mrs- H- Dolliver and B. Haskell.
makers to decide upon some individual cause the engine of my car to re- I daughter Betty of Owl s Head called
Mrs. James Stinson has returned The mother of these triplets had seven
style motif. This has been so suc quire considerable cranking before Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry, from a trip to Bcston.
children inside of five years, twins,
cessful in the case of a few domestic starting, in spite of the fact that it also Walter Bowden of Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Webb were triplets and twins. One of the trip
cars, not to mention several of British had been starting promptly for a long
lets, Sarah, is the mother of my wife."
recent visitors in Bangor.
manufacture, that the industry is time? There seemed to be no gas or
J. IN. Lord.
Mrs.
James
A.
Faulkingham
and
ROCKPORT
coming to recognize the sales value, ignition—no apparent interest in
Waltham. Mass.
Mrs. Ernest Faulkingham of Bangor
in trademarked lines.
Mrs J. H. Damon of Waldoboro passed the weekend with Miss Grace
starting. It also seemed as if the
Mechanic Joe Speaking
starter-motor turned with greater was a recent caller at the home of Faulkingham.
ORFF’S CORNER
“The carburetor is one of those ease, as would be the case if com Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
Robert McGuire and family have
The Ballard Business School will moved from Oceanville to Capt. Ed.
parts that is easily disarranged, even pression were very low. Firing was
Miss Barbara Tisdale of Gardiner
damaged, by the most willing and very uneven for a half mile after the i close Wednesday afternoon for the Billings' house.
was guest Sunday of Miss Lucille
Thanksgiving
recess , re-opening
experienced mechanic who tries to | engine did start. F.'R. R.
Mrs. Vesta Webb, Mrs. Russell Elwell.
A. Evidently a valve or two “hung Monday.
clean it. Carburetors are made of
Mrs Nettie Brown is in Lynn. Mass..
Webb and Mrs. Leona Fifield and
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. Snow are granddaughter Patricia were recent where she will spend the winter with
soft metals and contain many small up." That is the mechanic's way of
parts which must be in their proper referring to severe stickage which visiting relatives and friends in Wor business visitors in Ellsworth.
her daughter. Mrs Meda Ralph.
causes a valve to remain open. With cester. Mass., and New York for the
place to function correctly.
Mrs. Ellen Billings and sons Jack
Edward Wall and Chester Foster
“I remember the time one of my one or two intake valves open the weekend.
and Byron recently went to Miami.
of South Bristol were recent callers
The chemical responded to a fire
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Snow have on friends here.
men, put a carburetor down on a dirty pistons of their respective cylinders
workbench in order to help another upset the normal distribution of in alarm at 5 o'clock Tuesday afternoon returned from a month's visit in New
Mr, and Mrs Albert Elwell, Calvin
America has bought 1,130,000 Chevrolet^ during the past
man on at more difficult Job. A par going gases. Sometimes it is impos caused by a chimney fire at the home York.
Elwell, Elizabeth Elwell and Mrs.
ticle of carbon was forced into a sible to start an engine while the of O. B. Jones. Beech street. The
Amber Childs spent Sunday in Elmore
twelve months, thereby giving Chevrolet the greatest
damage was slight.
bleeder hole, clogging it. When the valves are hung up.
Now is the time to order Rytex as guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Q.
What
is
meant
by
“
stealing"
Everett
F.
Libby,
who
has
been
carburetor was replaced the engine
Printed Stationery for Christmas giv Hall.
year in its history and the greatest measure of buyer
loaded up with gas and would hardly where an engine is equipped with a confined to his home at Manchester, ing ... $1.00 a box, postage 10 cents.
Alfred Jackson passed Sunday at
governor?
D.
C.
V.
N.
H.
for
two
weeks
suffering
from
an
run. A more common mistake in
See the latest samples at The Courier- home from Rumford where he has
preference it has ever enjoyed.
A. This is the term used to de infection of the leg, is now showing Gazette.
going over a carburetor is to mis
employment.
scribe
the
trick
of
operating
above
steady improvement The infection
place the metering pin. Incorrectly
Mrs. Amber Childs, Mrs Fannie
placed such a pin will bind whep the governor's speed limit by means was caused from a gasoline burn Re
Means. Mrs. Irene Sprague, Mrs. Ada
The builders of Chevrolet
exnmtry; you have conferred this sama
of throttle manipulation. In the latest ceived while working aboard his boat
moved."
Elwell, Mrs. Lizzie Hoch and Miss
high honor upon Chevrolet trucks by pur
■■■
are thankful for many
types of governors it is more difficult in Rockport harbor last summer.
Cora Merry were among those who
Beware This Blind Spot
chasing more than 205,000 commercial
things, hut most of all for the warm
to do this.
Delmont Ballard, a member of the
attended the cooking school last
units; you have made 1936 the most
A dangerous mistake to make when
friendship of the American people.
Q. I have been told that the use faculty at Worcester Academy, will
Thursday in Waldoboro.
successful year in all Chevrolet history.
switching on the windshield wipers is of special valve oils mixed with
And
so
again
at
this
Thanksgiving
spend Thanksgiving with his parents.
The recent service held by the Lay
And now, to climax these expressions of
to assume that light rain or mist over crankcase lubricant will be beneficial { Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Ballard.
season we say, "Thank you, America,”
men
’s Gospel Team at the Communi
friendship, you are displaying even more
the glass will be Instantly cleaned off to the piston rings. How would such
for
you
have
given
Chevrolet
a
measure
Mrs. Nellie R. Morton, who has
ty House was well attended, the nail
marked preference for the new CHievrolet
by the wiper blades. Usually there is oil affect the rings? G. M. Jr.
of good-will without parallel in the annals
been ill at her home the past two
If your skin is broken out with being filled nearly to capacity. Twenty
for 1937.
a moment of blurred vision through
A. Any special oil that dissolves weeks is now able to sit up a part “fiery” or “weeping” eczema, you
of modern industry.
It is difficult to express adequate appre
the windshield, during which anything gums will help keep the rings clean, of each day. She is being cared for want to relieve the intolerable itch members of the team were present,
Consider,
for
a
moment,
all
that
you
ing and burning as quickly as pos each contributing to the inspiring
ciation for gifts so great and so generous
can happen. For safety's sake, slow thus aiding them in maintaining
have done to inspire Chevrolet's appreci
by Mrs. Laura Page.
sible. Resinol Ointment does this service. The meeting was in charge
as these.
down or stop when starting wiper their flexibility.
The G. W. Bridge Club met Tues and also combats the irritation of Clarence Moody of Union. Dr. H.
ation during the past twelve months:
All we can say is, "Thanks a million”
action.
day afjerncon for play at the home caused by eczema—its oily base be V. Tweedie of Rockland was song
You have purchased 1,130,000 Chevfor more than a million cars in 1936; and
ing ideal for penetrating the outer
Try Start This Way
of Mrs, Mary P. Spear.
rolets; you have made Chevrolet your
layers of the skin and securing leader and the speaker was Millard
all we can do is offer you the still liner
The flrst step when about to start
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Ott of deeper action.
favorite car for the seventh time in the
Hart also of Rockland. Music by
Chevrolet of 1937 in return for the tinest
the engine and pull away from a park
Groton. Conn., are visiting relatives
Wash the affected parts with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mank, Misses
past ten years; you have given Chevrolet
friendship ever bestowed upon any motor
warm water and Resinol Soap. It Bernice Newbert. Gertrude Newbert,
ing space is to press the clutch pedal
in town.
strong preference in every section of the
car manufacturer.
is
especially
suited
to
tender
skin
—
to the floor and shift into low gear.
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
soaps containing too much alkali and Cora Merry with guitar accom
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY. DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Then switch on the ignition and do
night at the Baptist vestry.
may irritate. After washing off paniment, was much enjoyed.
Just A Few Sips and—
scales and crusts, pat dry with a
whatever your particular brand of
car requires by way of bringing the
The birth rate of the U. S. has de soft cloth. Do not rub.
Like A Flash—Relief!
Apply a thin layer of Resinol
Spend a few cents today at any good
starter-motor into action. The in drugstore
clined
more than 25 percent during
for a bottle of triple acting
WE BUY
Ointment, letting it remain for sev
stant the engine starts the car is BUCKLEYS MIXTURE—take a couple of the last ten years, according to the eral hours. Apply again liberally at
doses and sleep sound all night long —
ready to go into action. Declutching your irritating cough of bronchitis is un U. S. Department of Agriculture. bedtime leaving on all night. The
control.
not only saves the battery the job of derOne
Present indications point to a maxi longer Resinol is in contact with
little sip and the ordinary cough
the skin, the more good it does.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
is
on
its way—continue for 2 or 3 days
turning over gears in congealed lubri and often
mum population to be reached by
you'll hear no more from that
JEWELER
Buy Resinol Soap and Ointment
cant, assuming (that starting is done tough old hang-on cough that nothing 1945 or 1950—thereafter a slow de in any drug store. Sample free.
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
seems to help: if not Joyfully satisfied
jn cold weather, but it also forestalls with BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE money back.
cline.
Write Resinol, Dept. 16, Balto., Md.
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Headache

“THANKS A MILLION”

FOR MORE THAN A MILLION

TRY THIS WAY TO

QUICKLY RELIEVE
ECZEMA ITCHING

Bronchial
Coughs

OLD GOLD

Pke (ampi'clc Co,! - Compfetefu T]eu/
ii® CHEVROLET

Every-Other-Day
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Jn Everybody’s Column *.

A

♦

was a member of St. John’s Church
people awakening
and also of the Friday Club.
Advertisement* ln
noi,—to .. —
Lvd
1 -APID
lUUIiL/
I Advertisements
... this
——column
---------------—— —— — —------- ,
I Harris Shaw returned Tuesday to
She is survived by a daughter. Mrs. l o tne ureat
Creaf iPn««ibilitv
three tlm
lines
once for
25.
ossiDiiity Of exceed thrfe
„ Inserted
for 50 cenU
Addl
Boston after a brief visit with his ' Edward D. Carlton of Cambridge,
BROWN
pocketbook lo6t between
tlonal lines five cents each for one time
Winter Sport Attractions 10 cents for three times. Six words | Court House. Spring or Main Sts.. Tues
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Shaw Mass.; a son. Alfred W. Levensaler of
AND THE
day.
Contains
owner’s name and money.
make a line
John Singer, student at Bentley i Concord, N. H.; a brother. Dr. Oliver
Reward. FLORENCE YOUNG, Tel 802-R.
In This State
142-144
School of Accounting, in Boston, ar- p. Cushing of this town; three grand•t
I
(
Without a doubt the outstanding
rived Tuesday to spend the holiday | children. Whitman and Atwood Lev»
♦
< »
iHH
weekend with his mother. Mrs. ensaler of Concord. Miss Sara H. recreational development in recent
f
♦
I
Charles B Singer, and grandparents, Carlton of Cambridge; two nephews. years has been the general awaken R
R
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown.
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven.
Ralph Cushing of Chicago and Stanley ing of interest ln winter sports.
BRUSH and loam for sale Delivered.
The number of people who are now Prices reasonable. EVA ames. Tel. 1293 Call 23-W. WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
Mr. and Mrs. J. Adelbert William- R. Cushing of this town; two nieces,
.a
141*143 Meadow Road.
142-144
ardant skiers, snowshoers, or skaters
MRS Eva Brusl. Finnish midwife and
CHRISTMAS wreaths with novelty
'Leighton; lecretary, Ruth Farrin; lowing ciub officers wpre elected: son went to Portland Monday for Marjorie and Jean Cushing of Thom- is urj)r?cec'|mted. Sales of winter | nurse,
Agriculture
wants work Registered in New ribbon bows. 25c. 35c. 50c postpaid.
Agricultural Conservation checks treasurer, Ella Gamage; color bearer. Esther Norwood, president; Vernard several days' visit with Mrs. William aston
Made of fir. hemlock, princess pine and
sports equipment have soared to a i York 24 years R r D ’• w“142*147
4r20.
The
bearers
were
Capt.
Arthur
J.
son's
sister
Mrs.
Peter
Thims
and
other evergreens. Don't delay, order Im
have begun to arrive in the county Gertrude damage; cheer leader. Merrifield, vice president: Lois
mediately for Christmas delivery. F L.
Elliot.
Commissioner
Rodney
E.
Feyfigure
that
would
have
seemed
fanj
I
want
to
buy
soft
wood
on
the
stump
• • • •
Geraldine McFarland; and club re Nichols, secretary; Ruth Norwood, Mr. Thims.
141-145
| ler. Flank D. Elliot and Edward P. ' tastic “> even thc most optimistic of \ ^t^pX,‘fit “Ts^mosUy’ W° BROWN. Thomaston
Mrs. John Hewett, who has been
treasurer and club reporter; Verna
Poultry Account Books for tne past porter. Mona Farrin.
PORTABLE electric sewing machine
I
manufacturers
only
a
few
years
ago.
george
payson
.
East
Union
141*143
for sale, paid $84. will sell for <25. as
Norwood, color bearer; Rodney Nor- visiting Yriends in Wollaston and Ahern. Interment was in Thomaston
year ending November 1. are being
...»
As a result Of all this activity, it i HOUSEKEEPER wanted for man alone good as new ETHEL M BLACKINGTON,
In small
small village,
vlll.ee
tin one
one over
AVer 45
44 need
need I 501 Main St..
St
Bicknell block. Tel 1004
! wood. Cheer Leader: Audrey Gras- Boston, for the past week, returned cemetery.
In
no
received by County Agent Went
was obvious from the beginning that apply. J. Liberty. Maine.
137*142 _________________________________ 141-143
Th? Alford Lake 4-H Club has re- sow, recreational leader: Althea Monday.
worth. Already, accounts of James
new recreational centers devoted to
FOUR rooms to let. all Improvements,
POSITION wanted, as allround cook
Oalderwood and Joe Damon of organized with Miss Annie M Watson, song leader. At the next
VINALHAVEN
142*144
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Dentmons
supplying facilities for winter sports j HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and rent reasonable 37 Willow St.
Willow Sts.. Rockland.
87-tf
Waldoboro; Mrs. Charles Hendrick- Rhodes, local leader and Mrs. ILura meeting club officers will be installed. and daughter. Miss Mildred DemEIOHT-room house to let. 129 Rankin
met
'
enjoyment
would
spring
up
throughj
SECOND-hand hot water radiators St Inquire of Edward J Hell ler, Rock
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club
son of West Aina; Melvin Lawry of : Norwood. Assistant leader. The fol- • —Lois Nichols. Club Secretary.
mons. left this morning for Lawrence.
wanted at once by THURSTON OIL CO. land Savings Bank or Alice H. Jameson.
' out the country.
recently
at
the
home
of
the
presi

Tel
127. Rockland______________ 140-142 40 North Main St._____________ 142*147
Friendship; and H. V. Starrett of1
: Mass., to spend Thanksgiving and the
Maine, with its many hills and j
dent, Marlon Tolman. The use of a
TWENTY cords of Mt wood for sale;
HEATED room wanted P O Box 612.
Warren, have been summarized and i
"MEANEST
MAN
IN
OPERA"
weekend
with
Mr.
andMrs.
Fred
WALDOBORO
140*142 also one lot of 50 cds.; $8 cord delivered.
pattern was explained to those tak valleys, seemed to be slated to be City.
books returned to the men. The
C M BURGESS, t^lon. Tel. 6-4 141-143
I Twiss.
ing the senior sewing project by come a winter as well as a summer
THREE small wood lots for sale near
labor income per hen looks quite
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Lovell who Hew Joseph Royer, Metropolitan
Williams-Brasier Post Auxiliary
recreational center.
main road. hard. soft, lumber. T. J.
Nellie Hall. Mrs. Cora Peterson gave
favorable and should be very near have been passing three weeks with
Baritone Earned His Title
CARROLL.
Thomaston, Tel. Rockland
would greatly appreciate gifts of dis
New Hampshire's flying start in :
a talk on cooking. Games were
263-21
139-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lovell in San
the state average of last year.
carded toys to be used in connection
developing her facilities was. aside
WORK horse for sale. 8 years old. 1600
•• • •
ford. have returned.
Joseph Royer, Metropolitan bari with Christmas welfare work. They played, prizes going to Dorothy from the natural alertness of her i
lbs . clever and sound Nothing for him
The first hatchery report has been
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn. Mrs. Gladys tone. and one of the artists appear may be left with Mrs. Katherine Ris Young, Ruth Lyford and Corinne citizens, spurred by the help that was ' FURNISHED apartment, two rooms to do JOSEPH C. INGRAHAM. West
and bath, with heat and lights to let. Meadow Rd.. City.
140*142
received from the U. S. D. A. Hie Grant. Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and Miss
Greenleaf.
Refreshments
were
House. 77 Park St.. Tel. 330 V F
teen. 2 Gleason St.
obtainable from the WPA. and other Foss
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
STUDLEY________________________ 141-tf
indications from 48 large hatcheries Marcia Blaney were in Portland last ing with the Portland Symphony
served. Edith Roberts and Marion
good bargains ln kitchen ranges. C. E.
Judge and Mrs. James A Pulsifer I Tolman were jn charge Q{ (he pn[er_ federal departments in cutting ski
PARK street restaurant to let com- GROTTON. 138 Camden St. Tel 1214-M.
Orchestra, at Portland City Hall
show 8 less egg set during October week.
trails, clearing land, and other nec- pieteiy furnished, very low price, v F. __________________________________ 141-tr
and
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Enoch
Leathers
and 21' less chicks hatched as com
W8-tf
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Bremen is Nov. 30 has included in his selections motored from Auburn Wednesday t-ainment. One new member. Bessie | essary work. Unfortunately, owing STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
CHEVROLET truck 1931 dual wheels,
FTVE rooms to let. down stairs, lights. overload springs, new body, six good
pared with last year.
guest of Mrs. Ralph Morse.
“Cielo e Mar' aria of Barnaba, the and are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har Clayter, was present. The next I to certain technicalities. Maine was 1 garage.
cellar,
telephone.
$12.
12
Mave|
tlreg
for 5aie Or trade for desirable land,
• • • •
Mrs. Rogene Castner has closed her villian, in "La Gioconda'. Ponchielli old F. Dana, for the holiday week- meeting will be at the home of I unable to obtain federal help. De- rlck st-_____________________ 141*143 1 inquire, milton h french. 139
Already, plans are being made by
141*143
MODERN up stairs five room apart Pleasant St . Rockland.
house for the winter and is in Port- It was the charactization of this part ■ end. They also have as holiday guests Pauline Smith.
velopment. therefore, was thrown en- ment
County Agent Wentworth for meet
to let. bath, garage, hot water heat.
1100 feet nice pine boards for sale,
land with Mr and Mrs Kenneth that gave Mr Royer the title of the Mr and Mrs. EariandJnsh^and theb- pjj] o??l^
rS
.±°,
Uie
J°
Ung
and
_
S
?
n
tireb
’
individual
communities
195
Broadway.
Adults
only.
Tel
Thom

planed and under cover. $25 for lot.
f" Auburndale" Mass*, are holi
ings to start in December. These
aston 115. MRS VIOLA M HATCH
ERNEST L STARRETT. Tel. 43-12
Castner.
_________________________ 140*142
“meanest man in opera" among his dau*hter' Miss Dorothy, of Auburn. day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl that wished to become winter sports
meetings will be for the purpose of
______________________________ 140*142
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbegin
centers. With most town treasuries
SEVERAL small tenements to let;
FOUR good bargains ln Real Estate
arranging future work in the com
colleagues
in
the
Cincinnati
Opera
Mrs
6anford
B
Comery
and
80n
'
Ames
and
Mrs.
Ella
Ames.
small store, at small price. MRS C. for sale Note these four great bargains,
have returned from Haverhill. Mass.
somewhat depleted, development has also
munities. There will also be a dis
M BLAKE. Tel. 1061.______________141-tf fine localities, situated on Beech street.
Company
about Pranklin' reoenUy of Belmont' MaES
__ r,. When
____ questioned
_______ ______
A son Abbott was born Sunday to been necessarily slow.
• • • •
cussion on "us? of lime and fertilizer
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic Limerock street. Park street and Sweetthis. Mr Royer laughed and said are makin« their home wlth ^s- Mr. and Mrs Abbott Martin.
street Small amount paid down
Waldoboro-Built Vessels
There have been no State funds street to let. lights, flush. MRS W. 8 land
for topdressing of hay and pasture
Dora
Comery.
indefinitely.
Franklin
and easy time payments. Babson says:
KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel 874-W
that a discussion had taken place
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar went that could be used for the purpose. __________________________________
112-tf
"Buy
real estate for Investment.” W H.
interesting old records of vessels . ,
,
,
..
.; is attending Thomaston High School. _
.
, „ ,, .
land." The schedule for the first two
__ (between rehearsals at one tune and s
, Tuesday to Rockland where they Even if there were, an equitable
WfSTERN side, unfurnished apart SPEAR. Rockland. Tel 430._______ 138-143
weeks is as follows:
built in Waldoboro from 1829 to 1839 resulted in his being given the ‘‘title,'’
MILL property and equipment for
an(i Mrs- Albert Welch re- spend the winter.
distribution among the various j ment to let. 14 Summer street Ollburner. quick sale. House 10 rooms, barn, wood
Rockland 4th Nobleboro 5th, show the names of the schooners
because said he. "I have a way® of turned home Monday after being
Alarm caused by disappearance of communities would have been hope- 1 bath, garage MISS ANNIE FRYE 134-tf shed. 5 acres, city water, hot water heat.
TEN-room house on Warren street to } VERNON L PACKARD. City. Tel 987-J.
Boothbay 8th. Edgecomb 9th North
Hampton. Billow, Albert. Vesta, At- [ preparing myself for the role. A few guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Libby. Henry Brown, who had been the obI let. all modern Improvements; rent j _________________________________ 137*142
less.
Edgecomb 10th. Whitefield 11th.
reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS, Tel. 77. '
o{ wide searcll slnce gaturday,
The Maine Development Commis
lantic. builders, unknown; Jane, built years ago I didn't have time to eat for the past week, in Saco. Their
132-tf ; SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F A.
i KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd, Tel
my dinner before a performance of daughter. Miss Charlotte, who visited was auayed Tuesday when it was sion. keenly interested in developing ________________________________
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd 221-W____________________________ 132-tf
Oscar W>"man, Assistant Crop I by Samuel Nash; brig. Hockamock,
floor Bath, lights, oil heat, garage If
“
La
Gioconda
'
and
by
the
time
I
Acting-Deputy
Warden
and
Mrs.
learned
that
he
had
been
at
an
abansnow sports in Maine, has been un
specialist, reports that results ob
FOCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard
Fine condition Suitable for
early - bUilt b5 William Matthews: Sarah was t0 appear on the stage I had Alfred P Chapman, during their doned farm at one end Of the island. able to advertise Maines winter ! destred.
c<*»ple. C. A EMERY. Tel 436-M 120-tf coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
tained on samples of hay cut
Tel
62. Thomaston
123-tf
Nash, schooner, built ov Samuel worked myself into a nasty temper, absence, returned home also.
NEWLY decorated apt to let. tour
Herbert Conway, son of Mr. and sports advantage for the single
and late indicate a much greater in
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
rooms and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson, of Mrs. Max Conway, entertained reason that there are not enough |_________________________________ 132-tf j MANUFACTURING CO___________ 132-tf
crease in protein with the early cut- Nash; Mary Ann, first fuU rigged I went on to the stage gnashing my
ting. Figures on these demonstra- ship here built by Joseph Clark; Ben- teeth and played the part with such Upton. Mass . arrived here Monday friends Saturday in honor of his 10th developed facilities to advertise sucUSED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
APARTMENT to iet at corner of
reasonable let for the season Phone us. Rockland
concentrated venom that friends re- for a visit with Mrs. Altha Thomp- | birthday. Lunch was served and in- cessfuUy. It would be ridiculous, for Union and Grove
iS»ESts.
Too Very
Union; st 132-tf 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
tions will be discussed at future win- jamjD brig, built by Kaler & Bur
marked on the characterization. I've son.
eluded two beautifully decorated instance, to advertise and attract ! pouR-room apartment to lew aii __________________________________ 132-tf
ter meetings
kett; William James, barkentine. and
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
tried to since and it always works."
Mr. and Mrs Alvah J. Lineken. birthday cakes. The young host re- visitors to the state, who. on arriving
• •■ •
*ter co Te^M? & **132*1 under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARMentor, brig, built by William
Mr. Royer has won high acclaim spent gunday with Mr. and Mrs. ceived many gifts. Those presen! here, would find no arrangements
ROLL, Tel. 263-21. Rockland
132-tf
Several Knox-Lincoln orchardists
—
Matthews; Oswego, brig, built by
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage.
for his other character impersona- Francis Friend, in Skowhegan.
attended the fruit show in Lewis
9
were
Edward
Greenleaf.
Kenneth
for
their
entertainment
and
comfort.
John Lash.
f 5 min. walk from Main St, some Im
tions and has been included in the
ton this past week, those present
provements. $1600 House 7 rooms, good
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Averill Hopkins. Philip Dyer, John Morton, j A map of ski trails such as other
Groton, schooner, built by Jacob casts
♦ | cellar, lights, good well. 2-car gkrage. 8
being E. N. Hobbs. Hope: Lon Jewett
with many other outstanding motored Tuesday to Spruce Head Jack Wentworth. Robert Teele, Robert centers publish was also out of the
acres,
4
clear field, on good road, 5 miles
Eugley; Caroline Clark, ship, built by
and Allen Jewett. Head Tide. There
j from city. $1000 House 7 rooms, good
people of opera In 193d he opened where they were guegts of Mrs Aver- Tolman and Clarence Conway, question simply because there were M
Joseph Clark; Medomak. schooner, the Chicago opera season in
HAVE your plffs dressed at PETE cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
were no apples exhibited by county
father, Capt, Freeman Elwell.
brother of the host, who celebrated I not enough trails to map.
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel 806-J can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
built by John Kaler. Jr.; Yankee, “Salome.'' Strauss, with Maria Jeritza ill's
Mrs. William Vinal entertained her hls
birthday.
| In spite of all this, the develop- _________________________________ 140-145 near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
orchardists.
cellar., lights, center of city, $800;
j schooner, built by Edward Benner; and Fredrick Jagle included in the
HELPFUL Inspirational Reading. You another house 6 rooms with garage,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey of ment Of winter sports facilities in 1i may
James, schocner. built by Samuel cast. He is one of the few baritones Bridge Club Monday with Mrs. Herask 16 questions 25c and stamp. lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
4-H Club Notes
bert Wheeler and Mrs. Howard Beat- Rochester. N. Y.. are guests of rcla- j Maine has been healthy, if slow.
G A. A JONES. Bluehlll Falls. Me.
for small payment down, balance as
The Jolly Toilers 4-H of George s Nash; Tom Paine, brig, built by Kaler In opera who can successfully play ]
142*143rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
This year about a dozen localities 1 _____________________________________
River road, served a baked 'bean j * Burkett; Boston, schooner, built by 1 the difficult parti of the Don in tie winning the prizes. Others pres- tlves in town over the holiday.
I hereby notify all persons that I will ! Many more not listed.
129-tf
ent were Mrs. Douglass Vinal. Mrs.
Mr and Mrs I. G. Calderwood are that realized some time ago that if , P»V To^bius^VrMWd"^ any other
supper at the Finnish Congregational James Cook; Morosco. brig, built by • “Don Giovanni." Mozart, and in
.Ellis C. Young. Mrs. Dana Stone and occupying their new home on Carver ! they were to get into the limelight ! than myself after this date william ;
..
H WATSON.
141 14J
Church. Nov. 20. After the supper a Charles Miller; St. George, schooner many instances companies have
street
as winter sports centers they would , SKATE sharpening, promptly done. (
short program was put on by the built by Edwin Achorn; Columbia. waited until Mr. Royer joined them Mrs. Edgar A. Ames
Mr
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Raymond
are
have
to
do
the
necessary
development
crie
hardware
co
408
Main
st
Miss Elisabeth Brown, who is
schooner, built by Henry Kennedy; t before they included this opera in
Club for the guests.
142-tf i
studying at Lasell Junior College, in in Marlboro. Mass, for the winter. ] themselves have succeeded in turnJane Fish, schooner, built by John the repertoire.
BOARD and rooms. Acomfortable
for the winter.THE
LITTLE
The first meeting of the Pine Tree Lash; Surplus, schooner, built by J.
Royer will include other opera- Auburndale. Mass, arrived Wednes- 1 The Lions Club met this week at ing their communities into highly ac- home
! ceptable winter sports areas. Most GUEST HOUSE. 16 Gleason St. Thoma«Girls 4-H of Port Clyde was held at and R. Miller; Avon, ship, built by tic arias among his selections on the dav to spend the holiday weekend Kent's restaurant.
ton, Tel. 186-11__________________ 140*145
the home of Pauline Thompson Nov. Joseph Clark; Ceylon, brig, built by program Nov. 30. besides duets and with her grandparents. Capt. and j Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Johnson went of these communities have their eyes
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Rock
this week to Camden for a winter's set on what seems to be the most land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
17. Ten members were present, all William Matthews; Peru, schooner, trios to te sung with Rosa Tentoni. Mrs. John Brown.
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
remunerative winter sports angle,
Miss Hortense B. Wilson and sister, j60journ.
132-tf
of whom are taking the Cooking and built by George Sprowl.
i soprano and Sydney Rayner, tenor, Miss Edith Wilson, arrived from} Miss Edith Wier of Bates College
namely, catering to weekend visitors.
THIS is to notify all that from this
Housekeeping project. The follow
Lodi, schooner, built by Frederick both of the Metropolitan Opera
pay only those bills conMalden. Mass, Wednesday to pass j and Miss Edith Grimes of Wellesley j that is, visitors who will remain in j date
°r “tedI will myself
JAMBS sprague"
ing officers were elected: Dora Castner; Moscow, schooner, built by Company.
the
holidays
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
1
Mass
.
are
holiday
guests
of
Fred
the
town
several
days
thereby
furRockland,
Nov.
19. 1936 _________ i40*i«
Seavey. president; Catheryn Andrews Henry Kennedy; St. Lawrence,
Grimes and Frank Grimes.
nishing added revenue to the towns
J. Overlock.
vice president; Gladys Davis, secre schooner, built by J. R. Groton; An
Legal Notices
J. Russell Davis, who spent the
Mrs. I. W Fifield returned Tues- people and making the whole de
tary: Thelma Miller, treasurer; Myr tares. schooner, built by James Cook;
TIMELY
HELPS
past
few
days
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
'
day
from
Rockland.
velopment
profitable.
tle Anderson, clvb reporter; Lucy McDonough, schooner, and Watch
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS. Mary F Handy Johnson of
Dwight Stanley, on Monhegan Island
Mrs Ethel Courier of Wellesley.
Maine's bet would seem to be to Rockland,
Breen and Alice TeeL color bearers; man. schooner, builders unknown.
for the
ln the County of Knox and
returned home Tuesday.
Mass, and Mrs. Dorothy Andred of concentrate on the weekend and win- State of Maine, by her mortgage deed
and Dora Seavey. song and cheer
While there is no record back of
HOMEMAKER
March 25th.
1932. and
In
Miss Elizabeth Henry came Wed Edgartown, Mass, who visited their t'-r
leader. Th? Club voted on a 3 cent 1829 available, it is certain that many
t-r Vacation
vacation trade
traae. Tt
it is
is eprtainlv
certainly true
true I dated
Knox Regts,^
of Deeds.
Bookrecorded
230. Page
nesday to spend the Thanksgiving parents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Polk, that in recent years many people who 438. conveyed to the undersigned. Fred
dues for each meeting which was vessels of small tonnage were built
A Thorndike, of said Rockland, a certain
Madam's Best Dress
recess from her studies at the Uni returned home Monday.
previously had gone south for a win lot or parcel of land, together with the
planned to be held every Tuesday before that time. Some notable ves
When
madam
goes
shopping
for
a
thereon, situated ln said
versity
of
Maine,
with
her
parents.
Ralph Doughty returned Wednes ter vacation are now spending this buildings
night at 4 at one of the member's sels have been built here. Joseph
Rockland, on the South side of Otis
day from Boothbay.
homes of the Maids of Maine 4-H Clark built the first three-masted silk dress, she is quite likely to bring Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Henry,
period in some region that furnishes Street, bounded and described as folto wit:
rcV and Mrs. Albert Emery re
good skiing, snowshoeing or skating 1 lows,
Tlie second meeting of every montli / schooner; Levitt Storer the first five- home one that is partly made of
BEGINNING at stake and stones on
the Northwest corner of land of heirs
was voted to be refreshment time and | master afloat; George Welt built the wood. says Miss Helen C. Spaulding, turned to Jonesport Tuesday after a
together
with
comfortable
accommo

Why not bring in your Christmas
of Lois H Webber: thence North 14°
th? following refreshment commit six five-masters known as the Palmer Extension clothing specialist. Univer- brief visit with Mr. and Mrs. Earl list and let us show you how you can dations.
East by land of William H Coombs.
Last week a group of Maine citizens 1 seventy-four 174) feet to said Otis street.
F. Woodcock.
tee was elected for the Dec. 8 meet fleet. Since 1904 no shipbuilding has sity of Maine.
solve your Christmas Shopping prob
r
i thence Easterly by thc Southerly line of
The chances are very good, she says.
Fred Hinckeley of Boston is holiing; Dora Seavey. Gladys Davis, and been done in town.
in winter sports met at' said otis street, thirty-eight <38» feet
lem quickly . . . and economically? interested
iho
__ 1 10 stake and stones; thence South 14’
that even though one tries to find day guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin
Thelma Miller. Helen Anthony and
Rytex Printed Stationery comes in a the State House at the invitation cl west about seventy-three (731 feet to
Pauline Thompson "Maids of Maine'
yQU hav< & flaVQr Qr herfj gar_ out whether the goods will hold its; l. Grafton,
the
Maine
Development
Commission
i stake and stones at land of Lois h
wide variety of styles and size suit
,
,
,
,
,
Webber; thence Westerly by said Webi color, whether it will soon split or
...»
to
formulate
plans
for
forming
a
bers lot about thirty-eight (38) feet, to
able
for
every
member
of
the
family
Norma McEdward of the Ambitious! den? Speannint. sage, thpne. mar- ! pull out at the seams, or whether it
Mrs. Isabel Bow ker
State-wide
winter
sports
organiza‘’‘^sbec^£1 X^H.raT A*
. . . and the price is only $1.00, post
joram
and
other
hertjs
when
dried
Maids 4-H. Union, made muffins at
will require special attention in1 Surrounded by those whom she
tion
to
be
composed
Of
representatives
'
Dunton
to Martha M Simmons by his
, .
an<l packaged attractively with your
M
age 10 cents, at The Courier-Gazette. /if tkn
.
warranty deed dated June 18. 1909 and
the
club
meeting
as -a rpart
' cleaning and
and Pressin8. the new dress (loved, Mrs. Isabel (Burkett) Bowker
v..t last
..... —
-------—= —
-- of
-|.avorate
Of the various cities and towns to- I recorded In Book 149. Page 144. Knox
favorate rectoe
recipe win
win Dleasp
please anvone
anyoneI '
the Cooking and Housekeeping Pro-1
__
\ . will be rayon of one kind or another. died peacefully Sunday morning.
gether with ski club members and!
of Deeds' and beln» tba
i
1 part of the premises conveyed to Cllf-'
gram. A demonstration was given on , who likes to cook. While mint is ,! because a very large percentage of Bovn [n this town, second daughter
others interested in snow sports.
ford A Hamilton by George M Simmons
T.
u,
u.
growing
in
your
garden
why
not
the sewing machine by Mrs. Irving, °___
. . .
iI ready-to-wear garments today are of Frederick H. and Alida (Cobbi
his warranty deed dated March 28
At a future meeting every citizen ol j by
1921. and recorded ln Knox Registry of
Rich, leader, to the sewing girls as make mint jelly and other tasty jams either wholly or partly rayon. That Burkett, she lived here until her
the State who is interested in any I Deeds. Book 188. Page 392. also see deed
reported by Norma Fossett of Union, marmalades or conserves for the holi applies to clothes in the higher price marriage in 1902 to Joseph V. Bowk- I
,
I dated June 10. 1921. given by the said
A ddLybdQut.
way in the future development Oi | George M Simmons to Clifford A
day season? Unusual, attractive jars
Secretary. The next meeting will
ranges
as
well
as
to
the
inexpensive
e
r.
of
Woodfords.
Naturally
of
a
Hamilton,
correcting
the
Easterly
bound
winter activities in Maine is cordially as given In the above referred to deed.
and glasses rounded up during the
be held on Dec. 5 at the home of
sunny disposition she radiated a.
i invited to be present and help form
Also giving a right of way over a cer
year make the best containers. Rasp garments.
Norma McEdward.
driveway on the property of Clif
Whether one buys crepe, rough and kindness and cheer that made her '
i an association from concrete plans tain
berry, wild strawberry, blackberry
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
ford A Hamilton, being Just Easterly of
heavy
or
sheer,
or
a
soft
drapy
satin,
|
beloved
by
a
large
circle
of
friends.
1
the
premises
conveyed by this deed
j which will be presented.
The Lively. Little. Ladies of South Jam, mint, apple or grape jelly,
Being the same premises conveyed by
it is likely to be rayon. Rayon yarns j she was a member of the Woodfords I
■
The
purpose
of
the
association
will
pickled
pears,
spiced
cranberries,
all
Clifford
A
Hamilton
to Ralph T Clark
Bristol reorganized for their third
his warranty deed dated July 24. 1924.
are used in practically every known j Women's Club.
PRINTED STATIONERY
j be to gather all data on all completed by
year of club work with Mrs. Wlntie ivrapped In cellophane in novel ways weave. If one buys a crepe with a
and recorded In Book 200, Page 314, Knox
Beside her husband, near surviv- |
I
developments
in
the
State;
to
plan;
Registry
of
Deeds.
and
tied
with
smart
bows
make
many
Russell, and Mrs. Mona Farrin,
Exquisite is the only word
I fnr flit,,-/.
_ ________ ,
:
..
See deed of Ralph T Clark to Mary F
or iuture developments in sections - Handy Johnson, dated August loth. 1925,
leaders. Seven club members en things look commonplace. If some of 1 self-pattern in shiny satin effect, one ing relatives are a sister. Mrs. Eva
for this smart laid paper with
the
jams
or
goodies
are
packed
in
an
!
ma
y
getting
two
kinds
of
rayon
in
M.
Marsh,
of
this
town;
four
half
,
best
adapted
to
winter
sports'
to
eive
and
recorded
In
Knox
Registry
of
the attractive new lettering
rolled with the following officers
,.l
,,
5
Deeds, Book 207. Page 382
brothers, Herbert A, Ralph R. and
styles.
| all possible aid to individual comAnd whereas the condition of said
elected: 'P’.'csicL’r.l. Geraldine Mc Indian basket they make a Maine °ne garment.
has been broken.
No. rayon isn't something cheap. Harold L. Feyler, of Portland, and ,
! munities; to awaKep interest in win mortgage
Farland; vice president, Winifred gift of unique character.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
something a little second class, some- Lewis L. Feyler. of this town; and
50 SHEETS
ter sports among Maine citizens and breach of the condition thereof. I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
thing for underwear and linings. No,' two aunts. Misses Jessie Burkett and
to educate them in the forming of Dated at Rockland. Maine. November
50
ENVELOPES
rayon is a fibre that scientists have Nellie Burkett of Rockland.
clubs and the use of skis and other 10th, 1936.
FRED
A.
THORNDIKE
Funeral services were held Wed
made from wood pulp and cotton linj equipment.
136-Th-142
ters and spun into yarns of ever in nesday in the Wilde Memorial
PUBLIC NOTICE
It is hoped, in this way, that a
To Owners of Buildings Hereinafter
creasing variety. From these yarns Chapel conducted by Homer G. Wes
I capable central orga? zation will be
Described
they are weaving some of the most ton, first reader of the Christian
In
accordance with Section 36 of
established which will be a fountain
Science
Church
in
Portland.
Inter

Chapter
26
of
the
Revised Statutes, you
beautiful and useful fabrics ever pro
head of information as regards win- are hereby notified that the delapldated
duced for nearly every known pur ment was in Evergreen cemetery.
.CLEAN FLAME
ter recreation and Which will heln wooden buildings located at Number 40
p Park Street, known as Old Grain Bulld• • • »
pose for which textiles are employed
get Maine Started as a win!cr sports 1 Ing: also at Number 61 Front Street.
Mrs. Henrietta P. Levensaler
moan ti.Ho
known as the Tibbetts Building, all In
center of the first inagn.LUC|^.
the City Of Rockland, are claimed to be
OCONY BURNING OIL is pure heat
Funeral services for Henrietta P.
| dangerous and constitute a nuisance.
Earl Doucette.
You are further notified that a public
Including printing . . . with
widow of Atwood Levensaler. who died
... there’s no smoke or smudge.
hearing will be had thereon, by the
Blue, Brown or Red Ink. Double
Municipal
Officers
of
Rockland,
at
the
Nov. 16. at the home of her son. Al
AND UP
It burns evenly ... gives you a uni
An important manufacturer of City Council Room In said Rockland,
Sheets or Flat Sheets in Blue,
fred W. Levensaler. in Concord. N. H .
Grey, White or Tan Paper.
rubber tires for farm tractors recom on the seventh day of December. A D.
formly hot cooking flame. Order a
Your Old Range Taken in
at seven o'clock ln the after noon,
were conducted at St. John's Church
Eschange
mends water as the most satisfactory 1936.
supply of Socony Burning Oil today.
at which time and place you may ap
Friday
by
Rev.
Herbert
B.
Pulsifer.
pear
and
make objection If you see fit.
And
faeek!
wheel
weight
for
rear
wheels.
Low
Atlantic
Ranges
are
available
in
For prompt delivery....
why an order of disposal of said build
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
Mrs. Levensaler was born here Oct.
cost, shock absorber action, and ings should not be made.
Clever and gay . . . same
at Rockland, this sixteenth day
30, 1851, daughter of James O. and
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
better traction are claimed for the ofDated
colors . . . Paper and Ink. 50
►
CALL
November. A. D 1936.
Sheets and 50 Envelopes' $1.
Clementine (Woodcock) Cushing and
method, which uses regular tubes and
Leforest A. Thurston, Mayor
Lewis R. Cates.
had always resided here.
valves. Calcium chloride is used as
John Bernet,
Maurice F. Lovejoy,
She was married Aug. 23, 18S9, to
an anti-freeze.
THE
Raymond C. Perry.
Atwood Levensaler of this town, who
William J. Sullivan.
Marcellus M. Condon
became associated with her father in
TEL. 9s0
Harry A. Levenseler
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
the J. O. Cushing Co., shipbuilders
Municipal Officers of the
AP
47-tl
City
of Rockland
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.
and lime burners, Mrs. Levcr.saler
139-TU-145

THOMASTON

With Extension

agents

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

WANTED

;

TO LET

FOR SALE

;

MISCELLANEOUS

Atlantic
RANGES

RYTEX LAID

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OIL1U“1,5 >0T'

M9.50

S

115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

. READ THE
»ANT
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Ions—directly to the fire. Fires along
waterfronts, formerly fought with
engines on scows towed into position,
Ladies’ Aid At* North Wal Some Interesting Facts About are now attacked with speedy fire
Fire and the Effort To boats. Canadian railways have fire
doboro Celebrates 21 st
engines and water tanks mounted on
Subdue It
Anniversary
flat cars. Many cities use small en
X WYETH’S CASCARA SAGRADA TABS
Fire, one of the most valuable gines with chemical tanks Instead of
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Steeves and
75c BELL ANS ................................
celebrated its 21st anniversary Nov. forces in building civilization, has water. The airport of San Diego,
daughter Margaret went to Water- j
25c BELLANS
California, has a seaplane fire en
demonstrated
from
the
earliest
times
18. Notwithstanding the zero weather,
35c HINCKLE’S CASCARA TABS
ville Sunday to visit friends. Also
how easy it is to have “too much oi gine.
in the party were Miss Thelma
made doubly d&agreeable by reason a good thing.” More valuable than
«5c
DOAN’S KIDNEY PILLS
“The tribe of paid firemen has in
25c PHOSPHO QUININE COLD TABS.
of the warm days preceeding it, the ever in this machine age, fire still, creased until New York City alone
Bums, June Burns and James
Steeves.
vestry of the church was well filled from time to time, breaks out of has 7000. enough to populate a town.
25c SEIDLITZ POWDERS
with members and invited guests. One bounds, runs wild, and destroys some Paid fire brigades developed in Eng
50c NYAL MILK OF MAGNESIA
of the most palatable chicken suppers of man's most cherished property. It land after thc Great Fire of London
50c NYAL MINERAL OIL
_
A dinner will be held in Omaha
ever put over in North Waldoboro was in an effort to lessen these losses in 1666. That disaster, when London
,1.00 A. B. D. & G. VITAMIN LAPS
Dcec. 5, honoring Carl R. Gray, presi
pneceeded the program which dealt that annual Fire Prevention Week, to blazed for three days, proved the In
dent of the Union Pacific, and Mrs.
with the beginning and activities of be observed this year beginning Oct. adequacy of leather buckets for wa
Gray, whose golden wedding anniver
the Ladies Aid down through thc 4, was instituted.
sary will occur the next day. Spon
ter-tossing, axes, ladders, and metal
Miss Ellen Cochran went Wednes
years, together with its present status.
sored by the Union Pacific Old Tim
hooks mounted on long rods for pull
No
Fire
For
600
Years
.4^^
day to Bluehill to spend the holiday
The supper was under the manage
ers Club No 3 of Omaha, the dinner
“The truly modern method of ing burning walls. These implements,
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ledien.
ment of Mrs. Lydia Morse, whom it
at the city Auditorium, will be at
fighting a fire 'puts it out' before It stored usually in a church, were
would be difficult to duplicate as an
tended by 1400 leaders in industry
6tarts,” says a bulletin from tthe wielded by community-minded citi
The Arts and Crafts Society met
expert in the culinery art. Her birth
and railroading.
Washington, D. C„ headquarters of zens who happened to be handy and
Monday night with Mrs. Evelyn
day cake was a wonderful production
the National Geographic Society. in a helpful mood when news of fire
Peaslee. A “weave-lt" skirt was on
and large enough for each to have a
Miss Ethel Smalley and Miss Cath
“Benjamin Franklin, who has become came.
exhibition and instructions on
generous slice, and then some. Her
erine Crowley leave today on a week
“The year following the London fire
1 he leader all
a sort of a patron saint of fire tam
method of assembling. Each member
aids also were no novices In tfhe
end trip to visit friends in Wash
ers, might have added to his Al a pioneer fire-insurance office was
liieway.rarkartl fifoatimt
made a Thanksgiving favor, refresh
cuisine department.
Cherry Nut Roll
................. 35
ington. D. C. and attend the ArmyFresh Butter Toasted Royal
manac, ‘An ounce of prevention is opened, and in less than two decades
ments being served by the hostess.
Leklro Shaver, Ihe shaver
The exercises opened with a short
De Luxe Mixed Nuts
lb .79 1 Pint Package, all flavors
.25
Navy football game in Philadelphia
two
companies
were
operating,
and
worth
a
gallon
of
extinguishment.
’
At the next meeting, there will be
song service. Rev. Mrs. Mary Gibson,
that makes man's daily
This delicious ice cream will
Giant Cashews .................. lb .69
Saturday.
’
Two
centuries
ago
Franklin
!
trying
to
decrease
their
payments
by
work on Christmas gifts.
add the finishing touch to your
the present pastor, was the first presi praised Parts for building houses ‘in combating fires with their own 'wa
dread a joy .. • Packard
Fancy Ideal Mixed Nuts, lb .59 Thanksgiving dinner. We carry
dent. She also took the wheel in
termen
and
other
laborers.
’
The
inThere
were
19
players
at
the
beano
a manner more secure from danger
Blanched Mogul Peanuts, lb .36 all popular flavors.
Leklro Shaver,
Mr. and Mrs E. H Philbrick and |
steering the program. Mrs. Della O. of fire.’ with stone staircases in stone vention of leather fire hose In 1672
Mr. and Mrs Rhama Pihlbrlck and party held at G.A R hall Monday ■
willi Ihe J200JMMJ Master
Stahl, the first secretary, read rec houses under tile or slate roofs. Paris I aided them, as did improvements in
DRUG STORE
daughters Madeline and Norma arc ' evening under the auspices of Ruth !
ords from a number of first meetings still has few more than half as many' Ore engines.
llarber Culler ... Ihe only
Mayhew
Tent,
DU.V.
Prizes
were
to spend Thanksgiving with Mr. and
PKIiOtlPTlOH
ppucmin
of the Aid. and the reading of them fires as modern Detroit. Michigan | "Thc first ‘engine’ was simply a
won by Susie Karl, Harry Graves.,
shaver with (be round head
Mrs. Leo Strong at Camden.
not
alone
displayed
the
intellectual
PHONE
ITS
Ella Flye. Otis Trundy, Belle Bow- j
Ahun, little town of two thousand large syringe for squirting water.
that gels into all hollows.
status
of
the
organization,
but
also
ROCKLAND
Nuremberg.
Germany,
in
1651,
was
population in central France, claims
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard are hav- I ley, Bessie Church, Clara Lermond.
The Packard £ifjat'una
exhibited marked ability and elo
using Hewtsch's hand-tub; a halfa record of no fire for 600 years.
ing as a family group for Thanksgiv Malcolm Church, Nora Stickney.
quence of the recorder.
Leklro Shaver is simple Io
“Tlie fireproof building, to be a j dozen husky men on opposite sides
ing dinner, Dr Emery Howard and
Old and recent members were called fortress against fire within itself and worked a hand pump to pour a
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton of
wife and their children Dorothy.
operate. Operates on eillier
upon for testimonies. The following in its neighborhood, needs steel and \ stream of water from a tub which ,
Perry, Nancy. Carolyn and Emery, Ashburnham, Mass., will spend tlie
AC or DC current Anil
responded; Mrs. Mary Gibson, Mrs. concrete construction, brick or stone. 'was perpetually needing to be filled
Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pay- holiday and weekend with their par
Addie L. Walter, Mrs. Laura M.
best or all...IT REALLY
and metal instead of wood around by the hand-to-hand work of the
son of East Union.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E J. Hellier and
Teague,
Mrs. Della O. Stahl, Mrs.
Such hand
SHAVES YOU CLEAN!
doors and windows. Modern materials bucket-chain gang.
Mrs. John Creighton of Thomaston.
Flora A. Mank, Mrs. Lydia Morse,
pumpers
were
enlarged
until the
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton and Mrs.
have been added to these—asbestos
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Mrs. Maggie Calderwood, Mrs. Lula
J. A. Jameson, president and vice
fabrics, wlre-mesh glass, glass bricks, pump required the concerted efforts
Among the students home for the
Miller, Mrs. Nellie Oliver, Mrs. Au
president of the Rockland Oarden Holiday recess are Elizabeth Walker,
and wood treated for fire-resistance. of a score of men on each side.
gusta Creamer, Mrs. Ruby Walter
Club, accompanied by Mrs. Fred J. Carl Spear, Wilbur Connon. Vincent
“Where It is the habit or the eco When the pump could draw water'
Miller, Mrs. Maud Mank, Mrs. Ann
Overlock, president of the Thomas Pellicane. Nick Pellicane and Edwin
nomic necessity to build with fire- from a main, the bucket brigade was |
Music By
Burnheimer, Mrs. Katherine Hildeton Garden Club, motored Friday to Edwards Bates College; Gordon Flint,
resistant materials, fire losses are no longer necessary to fill the tub.
brant,
Mrs.
Linda
Feyler.
Mrs.
Flor

“
Such
were
the
engines
which
;
Waterville attending there the board Bryant & Stratton Business School;
relatively slight. In The Nether1 his clever link lighter
ence Smith, Mrs. Minnie Feyler. Mrs. lands, where most of the buildings' American colonists imported from
meeting and luncheon of the State Walter Barstow, Bentley School of
ignites >our rigarrfle
Mildred Walter and Miss Della Burn are constructed of brick, the annual England, or produced in the local
Federation of Garden Clubs.
Accounting; Emma Harding. Gwen
withoaI flint flame,
heimer.
If there are others whose fire loss is less than in the single' blacksmith shops. George Washingmatches or wicks.
dolyn Rubenstein and Hazel Vasso,
names do not appear, please attribute city of Cleveland Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens &nd son ;
ton presented a hand pumper to the
It ethniMle* elaitiN
Farmington Normal School; Cath
the cause to the writer's forgetfulness.
on the hand* and
Paul of Lewiston will spend the
Friendship Fire Company of Alex
erine Black. Wheelock School in Bos
Fires
Made
To
Put
Themselves
Out
Auspices Camden Outing Club
glorm. $100 op
A poem, read by Mrs. Ruby Walter
weekend as guests of Mrs. Belle
andria.
Virginia. Philadelphia bought
ton;
Sam
Glover
and
Robert
Crane,
“
If
fires
cannot
be
put
out
of
the
Frost. Mr. and Mrs. Stevens are’
Miller was written soon after the
one from England in 1719.
Admission 40 Cents
Hebron Academy; Elzada North, For
realm of possibility, at least they can
organization was effected with the 27
worthy patron and matron of Gulden
“The red steam engine, belching
141-142
sythe Dental School; Lawrence
be put out. One finds the hand ex
Rod Chapter, O.ES. and will attend
members mentioned in it, and the
smoke and cinders from the brass
Crane, Williams College; Lucille
tinguisher's red or brass cylinder dot
“hits" were keenly appreciated.
the annual inspection.
I mouth of its upright, milk-bottle
ting the walls of many older schools,
Rankin. William Glover Russell
Manufactured b> Ihrtograph I’r^duti*
Names of thc members who have
shaped boiler, drawn by plunging
I turned Wednesday after attending
Company, Pre*nion Manufacture™ for
apartment houses, and public build
WARREN
Browne Club meeting, which was Bartlett and guest. Philip Nightin
____
I the auto show in Portland. They
gone
beyond
our
ken
were
read
while
|
horses and followed by its rattling
over 33 years for The Profrew Corp
ings.
Invert
it,
and
it
is
trans

gale,
of
Fort
Fairfield.
Hervey
Allen.
to be held Friday night, will be post
the audience with bowed heads stood
little red coal cart, was the symbol
Douglas Gray of the University of were accompanied by Miss Ruth
formed into a miniature fire engine
Ted Ladd and Richard Thomas, Uni
poned one week.
ln reverence, at the close of which was
of excitement in both England and Maine, is spending the holiday with j Barker of Portland, who will pass thc
ln your very hands. A stopper drops
versity of Maine; Rose Flanagan.
„
,
„
holiday weekend with her parents,
Mrs. E. J. Hellier and Miss Alice 6ung the hymn, “In the Sweet By and
the United States after 1860. It es
from its concealed bottle of sulphuric
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. George ,
L p
UniQn
Mrs. Helen Williams of Limerock Catherine Chisholm and Margaret
Hellier of Augusta returned Monday Bytablished dramatic traditions still re
acid,
converting
a
sodium
bicarbonate
street leaves the latter part of the Dunton, Gorham Normal School;
Gray,
having
motored
down
with
|
offi
ccrs
o
f
gt
George
Lodge
F. and
Lines were read covering the
from a weekend visit in Boston.
solution into salt, gas, and water, called with sentimental tears by con
week for an indefinite stay in Pcvt- Charles Merritt, Lowell (Mass.) Tex
present status, duties and purposes
firmed fire-chasers and retired fire Ray Bond of Jefferson, another a m„ were Installed Monday night,
Presto! The gas forces the water
tile School; Donna deRochemont,
land.
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak on
men. The faithfulness of the horses student, accompanied also by Fred
The Christmas Sewing Club met of this prized auxiliary of the church. forth, and the blaze is drowned.
Colby College; David Hodgkins, Mas
This poem was entitled “Still On the
became legendary When Chicago in Bucklin, who will be guest of his “The Just for the Unjust.' Church
Tuesday
night
with
Mrs,
Knott
C.
Fales Circle will meet Friday sachusetts College of Optometry;
"A younger relation of this chemi
Job."
stalled motor-driven equipment a lare parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Buck- ; School^ will be at noon, and Chrisnight with Mrs. Susie Lamb Rankin Glenna Rankin. Westbrook Junior Rankin as hostess. The husbands
cal fireman sprays the burning sur
i tian Endeavor at 6. Thc topic for the
For all those years Its stood the test— face with a foam of carbon dioxide alrm was turned in to get the horses Un of South Warren.
were
guests
at
thc
delicious
picnic
street.
College; Flora Colson Boston Uni
It has lived through sun and shade.
evening, following thc opening song
out
of
the
fire
houses
to
make
way
Georges River Lodge, K. of P
bubbles, or with carbon dioxide
versity and Edgard Hellier. Massa supper and an evening spent socially. And win live still, u wo all will
service, will be, “Gideon's Band."
Help through the Ladies Aid
.snow; TOere is even a non-con- for the new engines.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Gilley and chusetts Institute of Technology and
worked the rank of page on one can
Burleigh Mank resumed work
ditions,
too.
The
Union
Fire
ComThe above was followed by a heart ducUng solution for fires of electri_
daughter Janet and Miss Margaret Frederick Merritt School of Practi
didate Tuesday night. The rank of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Randall and
Monday, after being confined to the
“
Volunteer
firemen
have
their
trato
heart
talk
on
the
generalities
of
life
cal
origin
.
which
encloses
,
live
wlrPS
Dunton from Gorham Normal School cal Arts in Boston.
esquire will be worked in two weeks.
granddaughter Miss Joyce Kahili of
house with illness the past three
insulation. A special ex pany of Philadelphia, organized at
Holiday guests at the home of Mr.
will spend Thanksgiving with Mr.
i Portland are to be holiday and week by Rev. Arthur A. Callaghan, superinweeks.
Franklin's
suggestioin
00
years
ago.
tendent
for
this
district.
and Mrs. Clifford Spear are Mr. and
and Mrs George Dunton. Grove
tinguisher attacks fires in tight corL Eugene Frost of Boston is spend end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
combined
service
with
fun;
its
eighth
In closing permit us to say that ners and closed chambers impossible
Mrs. Stanley Prescott and son Stan
street.
ing the holiday weekend with his Britt and C. M. Harrington.
September cash farm in’ome ln
Mrs. Addie L. Walter held the posi or too dangerous to enter, by inject annual business meetings were as ley of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
family on North Main street.
concerned with a good suppe ras with Spear and daughter Dorothy of Maine showed an 80 percent increase
A happy family group which is
tion of president 16 years out of the ing a non-inflammable gas.
Sleeper Bible Class met Monday
business.
Members provided six Waldoboro, and the immediate fami over thc corresponding month of
gathering at the home of Mrs. John
21 of its existence, and Mrs. Laura M.
“Fires can even be forced to put
last year, the bureau of agricultural
Mrs. Gladys Rokes entertained afternoon with Mrs. Evelyn Snow at Teague as vice president.
leather water buckets each and two ly.
Flanagan for Thanksgiving dinner
themselves out. Many buildings are
Thomaston.
THE
Club
for
cards
Monday
night
canbas
bags
for
carrying
proertv
Includes Mr and Mrs. Eugene Rich
A Member studded with sprinklersfi which au
Joseph Connell, who has been rc- economics reports. This was thc
from burning buildings.
ceiving treatment at Knox Hospital. I hlKhest tentage increa.sc recorded
and daughter Patricia of Camden, at her home on Shaw avenue, play
tomatically spray their surroundings ,
Mrs William T. Flint is spending
’Many towns once required every ha.s returned home and Ls able to be . 1,1 any stat®.
Judson Flanagan of Augusta. Wil being followed by late lunch.
with water as soon as fire creates
.
,
. .
.
RAZORVILLE
I a few days in Boston.
,
citizen,
unless exempt by profession out of doors.________________________________
liam Flanagan of Bangor. Miss Rose
enough heat to melt their soft metal
’ , , , , . ..
„
,
..
.
„
,
.
i
or
disability,
to
dash
to
the
scene
of
Miss Annie Starrett and Miss
Flanagan home from Gorham Nor
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannan were plugs or lift their small quartz stop-1 ;
. ___ „„
Mr and Mrs. Frank A. Tirreil. Jr.
WEDNESDAY
j
fire
for
service
at
the
hand
pumper.
Mildred Spear are located for the
mal School, with Miss Ellen Daly and
callers
Sunday
at
Maud
Howard's.
pers.
Some
sprinklers
can
also
send
are spending the holiday at Mr. TirJ. BENNETT
Aifection for the engine was crystal winter in the Louis Gordon upper
JOEL McCREA.
Larry Bowers of Camden as special
J.
Sabin
Clark
of
Readfleld
was
a
out S.O.S. calls by telegraph if they
rell's former home in Quincy, Mass.
in
lized
in
such
names
as
‘
the
White
apartment.
guests.
visitor ln town Sunday.
are out of order.
“TWO IN A CROWD"
Angel' and the ‘Lily of the Swamp.'
Work of placing the aerial cable
Alexander Cummings. “Buster"
Mr. and Mrs. John Pomeroy and
“Fires, like tigers, are most easily, _ „
. ,
,,
...
\
_
The
firemen
had
mottoes
like
’
Veni
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Stone and
BANK NIGHT S200.00
| by the Warren Telephone Co., is in [
daughter Laura, and Mr. and Mrs. Vannah and Lonzo Hanson are among tamed when very young. To remove
.......
,
__
daughter Janet motored to Cornish
charge of Hugh iL. Coleman of Great
e j 4—. S ■
James Thompson and daughter Pa the successful hunters ln this town, I tbe a]arrn from jj,e hands of chance,] ’ 1 1C1 an.
Wednesday to be the guests of rela
THURSDAY
tricia will be dinner guests Thursday venison being added to their winter , flre has been taught t0 tell on itseU times were jokingly dubbed saviors Barrington, Mass. The 1099 feet to
tives for the holiday and weekend.
be placed will take in both sides of
A hollow wire of copper, concealed ln of adj° nlng proper y'
of Mr. and Mrs Carl Sonntag, Shaw larder as results.
WILLIAM GARGAN,
JUDITH BARRETT
Mr. and Mrs. C. Stickney were j jbp walls of a room, can detect the I_______________________________ _ the r.'illUge bridge as far as ttF
avenue.
Miss Rose Adams of the Wassoo'library, extending down Riverside
in
visited during the weekend by their } heat from flames in a trash basket!
keag School, Dexter, and George
street,
and
up
Union
street.
The
“THE FLYING HOSTESS”
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Miss Eleanor Bird entertained last daughter.
and signa] firemen to extinguish them
Adams of Hartford, arrived Wednes
work which will require ten days and
night ten guests at a dinner party,
Palmer & Leith of Hallowell moved ; before a person in an adjoining room
day to spend Thanksgiving and the
the services of six men, was started
the group then attending a dance.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
a small house Monday on their big js awarP of the danger. These metal
remainder of the week at their home
Tuesday. The next length of cable
truck for the use of the tractor driver. watch-dogs are sniffing for fire ln
on Berkeley street.
will be from the library toward the
Methebesec Club meets Friday aft
TWO SUN, TWO FISTED
Mr and Mrs. G. Hallowell of Au numerous art galleries, museums,
monument. The crew is making the
ernoon with Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood gusta were guests Sunday of friends
banks, warehouses, libraries, laundries,
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Witham of
, home of Mr and Mrs. Charles Simand Mrs. Maude Blodgett as co-host- in this community.
historic shrines like restored colonial
Vinalhaven are holiday guests of Mr
■ mons headquarters while here.
esses. and papers by Mrs. Castera
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Jones
went
buildings of Williamsburg. Virginia,
and Mrs Elmer Witham.
Guests Sunday of Mrs. William
Cushman and Mrs. Mary Overlock.
Monday to Belgrade.
the White House, and the National
Stickney and Mrs. Helen Hilton were
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur Pitman weTe Archives Building in Washington
Mrs. Philip Thomas and Miss Mary j
Miss Margaret Snow who is libra
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Additon of
ln Windsorville last Sunday and there D. C. The secret of their sensitivity is
Thomas of Augusta were visitors in ]
rian at Abbott Academy in Andover,
' Ripley, and relatives of Dexter, Mr.
attended services held by Mrs. Lois that the air in their 'veins' Is expand
Portland last week. Miss Thomas
I and Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. Clara
Mass and Miss Elizabeth Snow from
Pullen of (Augusta.
in contest stores
will spend the holiday with her par
ed by a small rise in heat and puffs
thc Bouve Boston School of Physi
Lermond. Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs.
Edith Overlock and party of young
ents on Chestnut street.
WHO
' Aletha Monroe of Rockland and Mr.
One vote with every 25c cal Education arrived Wednesday to friends attended church Sunday night out a ttny diaphragm in a concealed
box. The diaphragm closes an elec
V PARIS
J and Mrs. Joseph Stickney,
spend the holiday and weekend with
CHAHINGI
ln South Somerville.
Mrs. Jessie Lawrence and Mrs.
•
trical circuit which flashes the alarm
i Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whitney,
their parents Mr. and Mrs. John I.
THI RUHR OF THE
Ralph Wentworth spent the weekend
to
a
central
station.
RANGY.WHO
Will
Kav
Scales
thc
Heights
of
Bert Whitney and Miss Maude
Snow.
CONCERNING MAINE
Trade At Contest Stores
in Boston.
BRAVETHI BLAZ
True Greatness ... In Thia
Air Field Has Seaplane Fire Engine
Whitney of Appleton, visited Sunday
ING BANDIT BUllETS?
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Daring Drama That Crashes
The Eight Chums Club met Tues
Minute Men of the Revolution are j,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charlo*.
WAR It AMIS ON THE
PERRY’S MAIN ST. MARKET
Maine—what Is there about lt.
the Forbidden Frontiers
RANGE IN A PIONEER
day afternoon at the home of Joan That fills our hearts with pride?
succeeded by the Half-Minute Men
Conant.
Dorothy Baum and Joan Baum of
PERRY’S PARK ST. MARKET
of a Woman’s Heartl
DRAMA OF THE OPEN
boundaries so pleasing
Berman, on Maple street. New offi Her
of the modern fire department. They
Tho post office will be open
And treasures found Inside!
ING OI THE GREAT WEST!
South Thomaston' were hostesses to
GREGORY’S
cers were elected as follows: Presi
can be rolling firewards on a speeding
Thursday from 7:30 a. m., to 11 a. m„
the "Junior Music Club” Nov. 19.
Her bracing air we would extol—
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
dent, Louise Veazie; vice president, Both sweet and pure through seasons truck in less time than it takes to
j only. Mails will be despatched in the
Eleven members and seven guests
all;
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
Christine Newhall; secretary, Vir
tell about it. Present day fire engines
afternoon, but there will be no car
were present. The evening was de
Her rushing rivers you should know,
ginia Gliddpn;
treasurer, Ruth A-sparkle as they seaward flow:
are specially built for quick starting,
rier service.
SENTER CRANE CO.
voted to the study of music, each
ponds, and tumbling brooks that
Emery. There was an entertainment Lakes,feed
speed, and power. They are capable
The report in Tuesday issue that ]
pupil taking part In the work. For
McLAIN SHOE STORE
by the members, and refreshments Great forests, orchard-land and mead: of pumping as much as a thousand
Goodwill Grange, South Warren, will I
recrealSon the game of "Find the
CRIE S GIFT SHOP
Rocky shores that meet Old Ocean.
GEORGE BRENT
were served. Dorothy Goodnow was Trembling not at her commotion:
gallons of water per minute. It is
meet tonight Thursday was an error.
Ring," was enjoyed. At 9 o'clock Mrs.
II. H. CRIE CO.
Her pines that challenge wintry blasts. estimated that 20.000 motor-driven
Roland Vounc • Patrie Knowles
made
a
member
to
take
the
place
of
No Grange meeting will be held.
Baum served refreshments. A spe
Yet stand as staunch and straight as
SEA VIEW GARAGE
Gloria Johnson, who has recently
I Miss Doris Mank ha.s returned to
fire engines are in service in the
masts;
cial feature for the December meet
NOW PLAYING
And mountains grand there are beside— United States alone, and a single mo
[ Waldoboro after spending a week
gone to New York City.
M. B & C. O. PERRY
ing Will be Christmas Carols by the
Bold steeds that daring clouds oft
“MAGNIFICENT BRUTE"
COAL
AND
WOOD
YARD
stride
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
tor
company
has
exported
engines
pupils. The members present were
Then for a climax full of worth.
with
South
America.
Burleigh Mank. North Warren.
to
the
Bahamas.
OCEAN
VIEW
BALLROOM
We'd
sing
of
folk
who
here
found
birth;
Marjorie Wiggin, Alice Bohn, Elsie
TENANT’S HARBOR
VICTOR McLAGLEN.
At home, abroad, her men ring true— Canada, and Java. The horse-drawn
Abbott Spear returned to Newton !
Norton, Dorothy Baum, Geraldine
Their duty know and do It. too;
BINNIE BARNES
Centre,
Mass.. Monday after being
Mrs.
H.
A.
Harris
has
returned
fire
engine
of
earlier
days,
dashing
High
posts
ln
many
lands
fill
they.
Jackson, Joan Baum, Lucy Rackliff.
hard work meant more than to the rescue with all three horses
weekend
guest of friends. Miss;
' from Washington, D. C. where she Because
Ava Wiggin, Eugene Allen, Joseph
play;
Fair women brave have done their bit. clattering madly over the cobblestone,
'
Marjorie
Spear,
who had passed two
j
accompanied
by
Mrs.
E.
M.
Mills
of
Baum Jr. and Mrs. Watts. The
To keep Maine's standard high and fit—
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear
Rockport. Mass., attended the annual,
brows we picture, aptly crowned has been replaced by trucks driven by
mothers present were Mrs. Bohn,
Jr., in Newton Centre , motored here
meeting of the League of Coast With flowers that ln this State abound. 150 horsepower motors.
Mrs. Archie Raokliff, Mrs. Amos
with Abbott Spear. Miss Spear at
“
Fire
engines
are
adapted
to
every
Maine
opes
wide
her
wave-washed
dooT,
Guard
Women.
On
her
way
home
Norton, Mrs. Maynard Jackson, Mrs,
Phone 892
As soon is night is done,
tended the Harvard-Navy football
i eed . At Lake Wisconsin, where
she spent several days as guest of Mr. That she may for ail the States
Joseph Baum. Mrs. Hattie Jackson
TEL 409
MAT. Z, EVE. 6:30 & 8:30
game in Cambridge.
Give greeting to the sun!
little
water
is
readily
available,
the
CONT.
SAT.
2:00
to
10:30
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wall
Jackson
Heights.
and Amy Rackliff, the little tap
A L. 8
Mr, and Mrs. Edgar Barker relire truck carries its own -2500 galNew York,
Medford, Mass.
dancer,

HAD BUSY CAREER

MAN’S .WORST ENEMY

Ufuuuat

OCl ETY

PACKARD
ILEKTRD SHAVER

FOR THANKSGIVING DINNERS

T

NUTS

ICE CREAM

HORNER

THANKSGIVING BALL

15

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26

LEKTRPLITt

EDDIE WHALEN’S
YANKEE AMBASSADORS

GREGORY’S

SOUTHERN WINTER

CRUISE

CONTEST

ACTION!

Ask For Your Votes

KAY FRANCIS
"GIVE ME
YOUR HEART'

AYIIE
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Page Eight
SOCIAL SECURITY

This Explains All About It
—At Least We Hope It
Does
Employers and employes through
out the land are finding themselves
objects of much interest this week on
the part of Uncle Sam's Social
Security Board. To employes of in
dustrial and business establishments
—factories, shops, mills, stores and
other places of business, has come the
following letter:
Beginning Nov. 24. 1936. the United
Slates Government will set up a
Social Security account for you. if
you are eligible. To understand your
obligations, rights, and benefits you
shoukd read the following general
explanation.
There is now a law ir this country
which will give about 26.000,000
working people some'liing to live on
when they are old and have stopped
working. This law, which gives other
benefits, too. was passed last year by
Congress and is called the Social
Security Act.
Under this law the United States
Government will send checks every
month to retired workers, both men
and women, after they have passed
their 65th birthday and have met a
few simple requirements of the law.
What This Means To You

This means that if you wo'rk in
some factory, shop. mine. mill, store,
office, or almost any other kind of
business or industry, you will be
earning benefits that will come to
you later on. From the time you are
65 years old. or more, and stop work
ing. you will get a Government check
every month of your life, if you have
worked some time (one day or more)
in each of any five years after 1936.
and have earned during that time a
total of $2,000 or more.
The checks will come to you as a
right. You will get them regardless
of the amount of property or income
you may have. They are what the
law calls "Old-Age Benefits' under
the Social Security Act. If you pre
fer to keep on working after you are
65. .the monthly checks from the
Government will begin coming to you
whenever you decide to retire.
The Amount of Your Checks

How much you will get when you
are 65 years old will depend entirely
on how much you earn in wages from
your industrial or business employ
ment between Jan. 1, 1937. and your
65th birthday. A man or woman
who gets good wages and has a
steady job most of his or her life
can get as much as $65 a month for
life after age 65. The least you can
get in monthly benefits, if you come
under the law at all. is $10 a month.
If You Are Now Young

Suppose you are making $25 a week
and are young enough now to go on
working for 40 years. If you make
an average of $25 a week for 52
weeks in each year, your check when
you are 65 years old will be $53 a
month for the rest of your life. If
you make $50 a week, you will get

66^ au--

Cauis with a winy.!
RYTEX PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS

50 *’|
PRINTED WITH YOUR
NAME

Christmas just isn’t Christma
without these gay, heart-warm
ing Rytex Greetings.
Designs definitely new . . . ex
quisite stock . . . smart Folder
Style . . . made to order with
your name.
All this, 50 Cards and 50 En
velopes for only $1.00.
We urge you to see the com
plete Rytex Line and to ORDER
NOW!
Postage 10 cents extra

The Courier-Gazette

ESSAY ON GULI^

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

By that Master Maine Essay
ist A. G. Staples of the
Lewiston Journal

Every-Other-Day

£7
Rk}_' y ? tOMMiSSIONEP

WT i T hl ■»

SEA

BEGINNING TODAY

SWOPE FlSHCPlES

CUTLER’S

ZL

Most folks, especially those living
in the coastal regions, are interested
in seagulls. Unconsciously we watch
their flight, and some of us study '
their habits: So read what Arthur
G Staples said about these denizens
in one of his “Just Talks-On Common Themes" in the Lewiston
Journal.

COATS

Otter trawls or fish dragging has, from 30 minutes to an hour and a
brought revolutionary changes in the J half. Great areas of the ocean botfishing industry and is being held tom can be swept clean of all living
responsible by many experts for the things, every 24 hours, by each boat.
It Is fascinating but a picture of
steady decline of haddock ahd cod
owr ibe past 10 years. The United cold blooded destruction when the
States Bureau of Fisheries in a net censes aboard. Dozens of varieties
recent report states that our haddock of fish are firmly caught and most of
Appealing types of SPORT COATS,
fisheries is greatly on the decline and them suffocated Hake, haddock, cod.
Plaids, Mixtures. High Shades for
Whether or not the people living blames this comparatively new form rosefish, flounders, sole, starfish,
misses and women. DRESS CCATS
kelp,
pollock
—
most
everything
that
along the Maine coast like the herr- of harvesting. The old banks are
trimmed with GORGEOUS FURS.
ing gull, is a matter of conjecture: for about exhausted and the boats are lives. (Largp and small they are
so far as I am able to discover, they being forced to go farther east for brought aboard. Those two small for
Beautiful Fabric in all the wanted
do not seem to care to express opin their catch, getting inferior fish and market are thrown back over. dead.
this scsaon shades; all are heavily
Some students of our fisheries sug
ion.
a greatly increased cost of produc
interlined for extra warmth.
gest that the meshes of the otter
I sit here today waiting for the tion.
\
boat to come from the Harbor and
Practically every modern craft is trawl be made larger so that the
the gulls occupy my attention. We now using the otter trawl. It has small fish can swim through It.
summer-visitors appreciate them for supplanted the hand trawls, hand- Others say that this is impractical as
their wonderful aeroplaning. I ask a lines and gill nets. It has taken most the fish do not swim into, the trawl
fisherman who is doing nothing. a.p- of the romance out of fishing and but are Just naturally captured while
parently. and he says that so far as established a cold, relentless monster they are feeding and know nothing
he is concerned "some likes 'em; and that does not give the fish a chance. about it. The pressure of the w*ater
some don’t." This implies approval: 1 Most of the Maine draggers fish in and the fish in the net serves to form
for usually, a fisherman who is not the bays and inlets with smaller out a wall of fish so tight that they
Dramatic Moment:
When three sides of a triangle meet in “Give Me
otherwise engaged for the time-being fits than used on the offshore banks. smother. This! makes the trawl tow
Your Heart.' it gives real opportunity to Kay Francis, ihe star, and the two usually disapproves of everything.
More boats are being outfitted each so hard that It closes the mesh so
men in her life, George Brent (left) and Patrie Knowles.—adv.
There are about two hundred of year and as a result the average nothing can get out. they say.
The offshore dragger better known
these very large “gliding birds'' in catch is becoming smaller. The fish
$74 50 a month for the rest of your collect from your employer an equal the cove by the store and they arc are facing a sorry period and the ul as beam trawlers have equipment
life after age 65.
' amount out of hts own funds.
playing a game, with the southwest timate outcome will probably be a twice as large. These boats are
This will go on just the same If wind that is very strong today. This very serious problem.
sweeping George Bank as well as
If You Are Now Middle-Aged
you go to work for another employer. game is apparent, to an observer
The otter trawl sweeps the ocean other .great fishing grounds, from
But suppose you are about 55 years
jong as y0U WOrk in a factory They start in groups of about ten or bottom. The smaller boats use a net end to end. The fish mostly cod and
old now* and have 10 years to work s4o*j. mine. mill, office, store, or twelve and swing around "on the about 75 feet deep with an opening haddock, are either leaving the banks
before you are 65 Suppose you make otner place Of business i Wages earned wind'; then circle upinto the heavy about 60 feet wide and three feet or are being ail killed off by this
only $15 a week on the average in employment as farm workers sou-wester; and by dipping and high. Two boards or doors are placed destructive apparatus.
ALL SIZES 11 TO 20, 36 TO 48
When you stop work at age 65 you domestic workers in private homes volplaning. swing up toward the at each side of the opening. As the
Even the fishermen themselves ad
will get a check for $19 each month Government workers, and on a few wharf and try to alight, in the teeth drag is towed along the pressure of mit that some measures must be
SALE PRICES ON ALL COATS
for the rest of your life If you make other kinds of Jobs are not subject of the gale, upon a narrow railing to the water serves to keep the boards taken In the near future to curb this
$25 a w'?ek for 10 years, you will get to this tax.)
the wharf on the sea-side of the separated and the mouth open. relentless harvest. Just what steps
a little over $23 a month from the
same. The heavy wind will blow Everythin? in the path of this great are to be taken is offering a grave
Old-Age Reserve Account
Government as long as you live after
problem to those in the industry.
Meanwhile, the Old-Age Reserve them away from the railing, just as jaw of death is swept Into the net.
your 65th birthday.
Wires ranging from nine hundred Something will be worked out and
fund in the United States Treasury their long feet stick downward to
If You Should Die Before Age 65
is drawing interest, and the Govern- catch the support. With this, the to two thousand feet are used for when it takes place there will be
U you should die before you begin ment guarantees it will never eam bird is blown toward the cove again towing. The boat cruises along
dramatic happenings in the fishing
to get your monthly checks, your less than 3 percent This means that over the wharf and circling perilously aboutthree miles an hourand tows Industry.
family will get a payment in cash. 3 cenu will be added to every dollar dives down again "on the wind* to-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------You raved about them »t Iheir orglnal price. Don't miss out now at
this unusual saving. Worsteds, boucles and zephyrs in stunning
amounting to 84 cenu on every in the fund each year.
comc back again to his attempt to along, tillerropes probably looped and seven hours a day in my room
two-piece styles. Good color choice, tool Pick yours early 14-20;
dollar of wages you have earned after
Maybe your employer has an old- alight. Thus a cure o
e r
around his legs and as he cleans his overlooking the sea—yet these men.
38-44.
1936. If, for example, you should die age pension plan for his employees g<*5 on and on. without ceasing,
fish and tosses out the "innards," who number from seven to twelve,
at age 64. and If you had earned $25 If so, the Government's old-age bene....
hundreds—often as it seems thous all of the day. probably think they
I read today about a German glider ands—of gulls flying all around his are workers and I am an idler—a
GROUP OF $5.98
GROUP OF $7.50
a week for 10 years before that time, fit plan will not have to interfere
your family would receive $455 On with that. The employer can fit his who stays in the air 57 minutes with head, taking the stuff almost from summer-loafer. My work is uninter
out power of any kind in his air-ma his hands. Not often does any of rupted by visitors and yields me far
the other hand, if you have not worked plan Into the Government plan.
enough to get the regular monthly j What you get from the Government chine. He is a gull. These gulls the refuse touch the water, being more revenue in copy than It does
checks by the time you are 65. you plan will always be more than you balance in the air. with never a caught in mid-air as he "heaves" it at home. These Harborites perhaps
have equal responsibilities—but I do
will get a lump sum. or if you should have paid in taxes and usually more movement of their wings, except over.
die your family or estate would get than you can get for yourself by put when they come into too close
I know nothing more beautiful think that God gives to the gulls a
a lump sum. The amount of this, ting away the same amount of money proximity to the wharf, I see them than the picture of the fisherman, job; to men and women jobs and
ALL OTHER WOOL AND KNIT DRESSES
holding themselves stationary, mov unconsciously graceful as he sways to also to gulls playtime and to men and
too. will be 34 cents on every dollar'each week in some other wav.
AT CLEARANCE SALE PRICES
ing slightly forward, dropping gently
of wages you earn after 1936
the motion of his boat, and this women also playtime.
backward, all by the mere dipping of cloud of gulls about his head—so
And I do feel, often that I rather
Taxes
their wings in the face of the power white against the sun. like a veil of be a gull, working for my living than
LARGE GROUP OF OUR
ful wind. In some cases these birds
The same law that provides these I
floating cloud or like a picture of an some men and women, idling away
$5.00 TO $8.50 SILK DRESSES
have a wing-spread of almost two
old-age benefits for you and other I
their
hoirns
unhappy
and
discon

Italian madonna, with the doves
feet. Their bodies are streamline.
workers, sets up certain new taxes to I
about her—always assuming that you tented—either from having too
Their powerful beaks are made to anf Rot sufflcienU do
t0 dfi. much or too little.
be paid to thj United States Govern
fjsherman.
cleave the gales. Thelr heads are also
ment. These taxes are collected by !
(By Joe E. Brown)
made in a shape to glide, by the mere
the Bureau of Internal Revenue of
They have been getting small herr
inclination left or right, up or down.
the U. S. Treasury Department, and
ing in the coves around Ocean Point.
"All right! All right!" These faInquiries concerning them should be meus words of Major Bowes have Their long legs fold back against It is said that they took 1200 barrels
addressed to that bureau. The law I brought fame and fortune to inert their bodies so as almost to disappear In one day The fishing boats look
also creates an “Old-Age Reserve than a score of aspiring amateur? In thelr feathers.
like a war-fleet, as we pass along to
There are two kinds of gulls—the
Account" in the United States Treas according to a report from the Ma
the westward of the Point. He-e
ury. and Congress is authorized to I jor himself. From all walks of life, so-called herring-gull, which is a too. one sees clouds of gulls. They
large
bird;
and
the
so-called
mack

put into this reserve account each i the parade of promising aspirants
look like low-lying cumuli.
• • • •
year enough money to provide for continues Major Bowes' Amateur erel gull which is smaller. The herrthe“°nthly PaymentS
Bnd °ther ■ hour‘every Thursday night, from 9 U
’ TthTmX?, 2
In my watch of the game of the
that floats and the mackerel gull
workers are to receive when you are
10 p. m.. E.S T. on the Columbia net- after poising himself a moment in gulls, with which I started out to
65.
write. I notice, or asrum° that I
work.
the air. swoops down like a bullet
notice one “leader." A certain veryt
Your Part Of The Tax
H. V. Kaltenborn. Columbia's com from a gun. and dives full beneath the large gull constitutes himself the
The taxes called for in this law
sea. out of sight, after his prey. His
mentator. has six distinguished
boss. As for instance a young up
will be paid both by your employer
flights for food are thrilling. He is
"firsts"
to
his
credit.
He
ls
the
only
start did manage to land on this
and by you. For the next 3 years
not a bird of coves and rocks; he is
you will pay maybe 15 cents a week, commentator to have been on the air seen more often over the water-cur narrow railing and stood facing the
maybe 25 cents a week, maybe 30 regularly since 1923; first and oniy rents where fish are running, seaward sea Immediately, this large gull,
cents or more, according to what you t0 broadcast the sounds of war from or in the swifter rivers and estuaries. landed on a heavy “spile" that stood
just back of this railing and that
eam. That Is to say. during the next. a battleship, first and only commenformerly had formed no part of the
tator
to
interview
Adolf
Hitler,
first
*Fh,.
herring
gull
has
a
certain
re3 years, beginning Jan 1. 1937. you
will pay 1 cent for every dollar ^ou and only commentator to Interview pulsive look, in srpite of his marvelous same. From this spile, the greater
eam, and at the same time your em Mussolini, and the first and only one beauty of plumage. Of all birds, none 1 gull leaped to the railing, which was
ployer w’ill pay 1 cent for every to interview in advance programs ‘he is colored more exquisitely than a gull easy, and nudged the smaller bird
dollar you eam. up to $3,000 a year candidates for President of the Unit- —a perfect combination of white and off into the winds. He stood there
Twenty-six million other workers ed States.
gray; as beautiful as old lavender a while and resumed the game—
About
a
year
ago
listeners
to
Maan(j ]ace_ that sort of coloring that, evidently it was no part of the game
and their employers will be paving
jor Bowes' Amateur hour heard him js associated with lovely old ladies for these upstarts to beat the elders
at the same time.
I often think, as I watch the grayAfter the first 3 years—that t> to introduce a lady named Mrs Helen jn Quaker garb, dressed for church.
say. beginning in 1940—you will pay, I Auld Ames who said she was "a once they were killed for their wings 8ulls from thls window where I write,
and your employer will pay. 14 cents widow with two children from Ner- and skins. Now they are protected h°w diligent and aspiring they are
for each dollar you eam. up to $3,000 folk. Va."
Out in Illinois Farmer by law and apart from rumors that and how constantly they work for a
a year. This will be the tax for 3 Donald Voorhees sat by his radio some people, along shore destroy, living, At this moment I see them
years, and then, beginning in 1943, set and listened with intent interest their eggs, they live unmolested. The far out at sea. winging here and
to School • • •
you will pay 2 cents, and so will your as Mrs. Ames sang. Then he wrote only crime alleged against them, so there against this stout southwest
employer, for every dollar you eam her a neat note of praise The singer , far as we know, is that they eat wind. Rarely are they idle—except
when they have as much food as they
Have her eyes
for the next 3 years. After that, you answered. And last week they werc blueberries.
need.
Nature makes them hustle for
' At our town-meeting Saturday eveand your employer will each pay half married.
is.
....
ning. when we discussed the subject' their grub. Work or starve. A flock Is,
tested regularly
a cent more for 3 years, and finally,
this
moment
off
Damariscove
Island
The
worst
news
of
the
past
week
o
f
removal
of
waste
from
our
120
beginning in 1949. twelve years from
now, you and your employer will each was the breaking up of Isham Jones' cottages on this island, a regret was that stands almost at my elbow—so
pay 3 cents on each dollar you eam, band. Isham is retiring to spend all expressed that they do not eat tln- great ls the visibility, today.
up to $3,000 a year. That is the most hls time writing music and taking cans and paper boxes, which are a
care of the Isham Jones Music Pub- source of annoyance here; for we do
you will ever pay.
Two of them are plying their trade
lishing Company.
not like incinerators and we do not
close by this South Shore of Squirrel,
Y'our Employer's Part Of The Tax
Probably the busiest man in radio like to throw things into the sea, looking for breakfast. They differ
The Government will collect both this season is Harry Von Zell for his lest they float back to our beaches,
from some "folks." Over in a
of these taxes from your employer. latest job is to direct the new Ed Our other "waste" is eaten by some
secluded place on the wharf at
Young eyes need more light than middle-age eyes. Proper light
Your part of the tax will be taken out Wynn shows. He is already acting ten thousand or more gulls, that
Boothbay Harbor, will sit. all day
of your pay. The Government will I and announcing in the Phil Baker, swarm the back cove. Our prettiest
ing
helps them see more easily and without danger of eyestrain.
long, a group of men. in under a pro
NEW I. E. S. BETTER SIGHT
------------------------------ Stoopnagle and Budd programs, and picture is when the fisherman comes jecting extension of a builaing on
LAMP GIVES
It is a simple matter today to tell whether your home lighting
i serves Fred Allen ln similar capacity 1° with his fare °f f^b from off- the wharf. These men apparently
z
i on Wednesday nights.
shore" and cleans his fish as he fares toil not. It may be that I am mis
BETTER LIGHT
is adequate for reading, sewing, or studying without eyestrain
Bobby Breen, the youthful singing along. His habit is to stand erect taken about It and lt may be that
AT LOWCOST
. •. and so protect your family's eyesight.
sensation heard with Eddie Cantor *n his tossing boat, steer his motor they are like the gulls, waiting for
-w
on Sunday nights was born in Mon-1 b°at with his knees, as she chugs some prey to float into their line of
That's where a measured lighting check-up comes in. All you
Here is a sure way
treal, nine years ago. Cantor first
trade, some job to appear upon the
of knowing that
have to do is ’phone us, and a lighting advisor will measure
heard him singing at a benefit per
calm surface of their day. But as a
elps revent
you are getting
the
lighting
in
your
home
with
a
Light
Meter,
free
of
charge.
formance
in
Hollywood.
He
excels
rule
they
discuss
the
weather,
the
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles
of tiny tubes or fiber, which help to purify the
enough light for
in spelling and penmanship but dis
Make an appointment today and protect your family’s eyes
any olds “times,” the absurd appearance of
blood and keep you healthy. Most people pas.
close seeing tasks.
about 3 pints a Gay or about 3 pounds of w aste.
likes arithmetic. . . old beyond years
summer-guests.
One
would
hardly
Especially designed
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
with measured light.
because of early poverty and struggle
care to intrude upon their leisure for
This is the lamp
and burning shows there may be something
aid for nose and
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
to
gain
foothold.
fear of spoiling a discussion or inter
upper throat, where
millions now use
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
when due to functional kidney disorderr, mav
most colds start.
rupting an oracle, in process of the
Eddie Cantor and his gang will be
for glare-free,
be the cause of nagging backache, rheuma’ic
making.
pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep end en
back in Hollywood Dec. 10 after their
Regular Size .304
sight-saving light.
ergy, getting up nighta, swelling, puffiness
The gulls are far more busy—far
New York sojourn . . Eastern listen
under the eves, headaches and dizziness;
Doublt Quantity 504
1 n't wait! Ask vour druggist for Doan'. ers will get their first chance to hear
more to our liking. I am going back
Pius, u'ed successfully by millions for over 49
POWE
rears. They give happy relief ond will help the
and forth to the Harbor as quickly
Don Wilson announce when S. C,
15 miles of kidney tunes flush out poisonous
icks
a
tro
nol
waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
as possible, on business. 1 work six
plays Notre Dame.
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SPORT COATS Ihat werc $10.75 $7 Gfl

COATS that were $18.50

s13.20

COATS that were $25.00
COATS that were $29.50

*23.60

COATS that were $59.50

*44.00

SALE ON ALL KNIT AND WOOL

DRESSES

WOOL DRESSES
$4-36

KNIT DRESSES

$5-87

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦

MEASURED LIGHT

HELP
KIDNEYS PASS
3 LBS. A DAY
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